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Abstract 
This thesis identifies, develops and applies methods for the decomposition of fading disper-
sive channels. Such channels arise in wireless communication as a result of multipath and 
relative motion of the transmitter, scatterers and receiver. The decompositions consid-
ered are the J-power series and Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansions. For the KL expansion 
generalisations to rapid time variation are possible with the separate options of single 
spread and double spread decomposition. The single spread decomposition involves a 
model of the instantaneous channel transfer function with time variation supported by 
sample spaced coefficients. The double spread decomposition employs a model of each 
received pulse and requires symbol spaced coefficients. 
The decompositions are applied to pulse shaping, channel modelling for equalisation 
and the determination of performance limits for linear modulation over fading dispersive 
channels. The results on pulse shaping show that, with moderate bandwidth expansion 
and appropriate design, it is possible to significantly lower the complexity of a mobile 
receiver. The approach suggests a way to move complexity and power consumption away 
from the mobile unit and into the base station. 
The effects of diversity on performance are investigated by assuming a single pulse from 
a linear modulation format. This removes the need to consider intersymbol interference 
and allows conclusions about the impact of fading and dispersion on the probability of 
error and the average mutual information. 
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Glossary 
Symbol 
AMI - average mutual information 
AWGN - additive white Gaussian noise 
BLAST - Bell Labs layered space-time architecture 
BPSK - binary phase shift keying 
CCI - co-channel interference 
CIR - channel impulse response 
CSI - channel state information 
DPSK - differential phase shift keying 
lSI - intersymbol interference 
KL - Karhunen-Loeve 
LMS - least mean square 
MCRB - modified Cramer-Rao bound 
MFB - matched filter bound 
ML - maximum likelihood 
MLSE - maximum likelihood sequence estimation 
MMSE - minimum mean square error 
OFDM - orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
OSI - open systems interconnection 
PAM - pulse amplitude modulation 
PSD power spectral density 
PSK - phase shift keying 
PSP per-survivor processing 
QAM - quadrature amplitude modulation 
QPSK - quaternary phase shift keying 
RMS root mean square 
TSC time selective coefficient 
WSSUS - wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering 
Ac - normalising constant in pulse optimisation 
AT constant in M CRB 
B(J) - transfer function of a basic Nyquist pulse 
BER - bit error rate 
BERo BER outage threshold 
C(J) - overall pulse amplitude spectrum 
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Symbol 
GR(J) - receiver pulse amplitude spectrum 
GT(J) transmitter pulse amplitude spectrum 
DWR - dominant to weak interference ratio 
Eb - energy per bit 
Es energy per symbol 
G(J, v) output Doppler spread function 
H(J, t) - time varying channel transfer function 
He - entropy 
Hm - average mutual information 
Ie - information 
1m - mutual information 
J - channel decomposition dimension 
K - exponent of Nyquist pulse 
L - assumed length, in symbols, of overall eIR 
M - number of receiver antennas 
MSE mean square error 
Me - number of symbols in constellation 
N - number of co-channel interference sources 
No/2 two-sided noise PSD 
Nt number of frequency domain samples over interval W 
NT' - number of taps in delay line 
Ph(~) channel delay PSD 
Pout BER outage probability 
Bq(J,1') - channel frequency correlation function, Q E {H, U, ii, U} 
Rv(J, i') - single received pulse frequency correlation function 
RAv) - Doppler PSD 
SIR - signal to interference ratio 
SNR - signal to noise ratio 
T - symbol spacing 
Tr - sample spacing 
U(J, t) - overall channel transfer function 
fl(J, t) - approximation to overall channel transfer function 
V, (J) - transfer function of single received pulse 
W - two-sided bandwidth 
WD - received pulse bandwidth 
ZQ,i(J) single spread KL basis function 
al - symbol sequence 
Q,l - hypothesised symbol sequence 
b( t) - basic Nyquist pulse 
c(t) - overall pulse shape 
CR(t) - receiver pulse shape 
~(t) - transmitter pulse shape 
d - normalised RMS delay spread 
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ID - one-sided Doppler spread 
IDT - fade rate 
Is - 1/2T 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
Communication systems provide an· environment for the transfer of information among 
two or more parties physically separated in space where links may be fixed line or wireless. 
In modern communication systems there is widespread and varied deployment with inter-
connectivity and anyone connection can involve a chain of links and switches. Fixed line 
systems include copper pair, co-axial cable and fibre optic cable whereas wireless or radio 
systems afford transmission between antennas by electromagnetic signal propagation. 
By its nature the process of communication is layered. The user of a system is con-
cerned with the quality and cost of a connection rather than how it is established. By the 
same token a telecommunication service provider is largely unconcerned with the content 
of information transferred. The provider must put in place equipment to facilitate com-
munication but this is usually transparent to the user. The open systems interconnection 
(OSI) model [32] which represents a formalisation of communication systems separates 
functions between physical at the lowest level to applications at the highest level. There 
are five intervening layers allowing a connection to be made and maintained. End-user 
1 
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information is passed down the layers and transferred at the physical layer. The commu-
nications problem at this low level involves signalling over the given medium. This thesis 
is primarily concerned with low level design of digital wireless communication systems. 
There has been a demand for the implementation of digital systems to replace existing 
analog ones as the inherent advantages of digital systems have been recognised. Digital 
communication has the property that once information is encoded it can be transferred 
largely error free under certain conditions. The effects of channel distortion and noise can 
be removed on long distance links by sufficiently closely spaced repeaters. Since there is 
a finite number of symbols in a representation the cumulative degradation of the signal 
associated with analog transmission can be avoided. Digital communication does have 
the disadvantage that during conversion of information from analog sources into a digital 
format there is some level of quantisation distortion. It is generally accepted that the 
benefits outweigh the drawbacks. 
At switching nodes in a digital network information is routed at layer three of the OSI 
model. Data networks are typically packet switched whereas voice networks have until 
quite recently been purely circuit switched [80J with a user being assigned a continuous 
connection accross the entire network. By contrast packet switching or asynchronous 
transfer mode involves dividing up information into blocks or packets of data. This 
enables the network to efficiently control traffic, merging data from many connections, 
sending packets on a number of possible paths and reordering data for anyone connection 
at the destination. 
All these ideas are particularly relevant at this time because of the remarkable growth 
in the functionality and availability of computing systems over the last quarter century. 
3 
However, the basic concepts have been known and discussed in the literature for some 
time. Research falls into the categories of information theory and communication theory. 
Information theory has evolved over the last fifty years out of early work by Shannon 
[41]. It is based on the notion that source or channel coding can lead to performance 
gains in terms of the efficiency of representation or transfer of information. This is a 
mathematical field and includes compression and channel coding theory. A related field is 
that of communication theory involving problems to do with the basic requirement to send 
and receive over physical channels. An early work of great importance which addresses 
this requirement at a fundamental level is that of Nyquist [73] concerning the design of 
pulses for use in digital modulation .. 
The systems considered throughout this thesis are wireless ones composed of a trans-
mitter, channel and receiver with transmission occuring between antennas attached to the 
transmitter and receiver. Geographical features, such as buildings or hills reflect, diffract 
and scatter the electromagnetic signal. Rays arrive at the receiver from different directions 
having travelled on paths with different propagation delays. This leads to dispersion. An 
additional complicating factor is introduced if the transmitter and receiver move relative 
to each other. This gives the channel a time varying property, generally referred to as 
fading [55]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the basic structure of a wireless communication sys-
tem. Source and channel encoding is performed at the transmitter. The channel can be 
modelled at baseband as a time varying linear filter as defined by Bello [9]. Source and 
channel decoding is performed by the receiver. 
Various forms of modulation can be implemented at the transmitter depending on 
the application of the system. The most simple form is linear modulation in which sym-
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Figure 1.1: Basic structure of a communication system. 
boIs distributed in the amplitude-phase plane are convolved with a pulse shaping filter 
and modulated onto a carrier frequency. Some examples of linear modulation are pulse 
amplitude modulation (PAM), phase shift keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM). These are distinguished by their positioning of symbols in amplitude and 
phase called the constellation. Differential encoding/decoding is a means of removing the 
need for a channel and carrier phase reference. As already mentioned there are suitable 
bandlimited pulse shapes for modulation; such as the raised-cosine. 
Another important class of modulation formats is continuous phase modulation which 
includes minimum shift keying. The idea here is that by sacrificing bandwidth efficiency 
it is possible to implement constant envelope modulation which lessens the need for am-
plifiers to have a wide linear range of operation. 
The dispersive effects of the channel in the form of intersymbol interference can be 
controlled by signalling at a lower rate on a series of adjacent channels rather than at 
one high rate over the entire allocated band [15]. The overall approach is known as 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). It is known however that the method 
5 
places demands on amplifiers in the form of increased peak to average power ratios. One 
solution that has been proposed for this problem is to appropriately code a transmitted 
OFDM signal [92]. 
A broad class of systems with relevance to the subject of modulation is spread spectrum 
[45, 76]. Direct sequence spread spectrum assigns each connection in the system a unique 
high rate code sequence. The information bearing signal is multiplied by the sequence 
in the transmitter and again at the receiver to recover it from the collection of other 
signals. Other users of the system appear as noise and an important feature of the 
system is that as more connections are made any single connection experiences a graceful 
degradation in performance. Frequency hopped spread spectrum is another form. Spread 
spectrum systems have inherent resistance to dispersion [45] since the effect of spreading 
and despreading is to narrow the received matched filter correlation. A direct approach 
to achieving this aim is presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis on pulse shaping. 
In the analysis and design of wireless communication systems a critical component is 
the fading dispersive channel. Since the channel is unknown a priori it must be modelled 
and the relevant parameters in the model must be estimated. Generally a statistical 
characterisation of the channel is employed to allow for uncertainty. Fading dispersive 
channels can reasonably be assumed to have complex Gaussian statistics and be locally 
wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering. Depending on the properties of the channel 
the statistical distributions can be Rayleigh or Rician. System and correlation functions 
are defined as in [9]. In this thesis the channel is assumed to be Rayleigh fading dispersive 
meaning that the statistics are zero mean complex Gaussian. General parameters for the 
channel are the delay and Doppler spreads corresponding to dispersive and time varying 
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properties of the channel. The use of the term dispersive in this thesis refers exclusively 
to time dispersion, delay spreading or frequency selective effect. The term fading is used 
to refer to frequency dispersion, Doppler spreading or time selective effect. 
It is these effects that must be considered when designing a receiver. To compensate 
for intersymbol interference (lSI) and other forms of interference, equalisation is required. 
In addition to equalisation there are several other functions of a typical receiver. These 
include demodulation and sampling for signal detection. Associated with these are vari-
ous synchronisation requirements consisting of carrier frequency offset estimation, carrier 
phase recovery and symbol timing recovery. 
The availability or otherwise of diversity in communication systems also influences 
performance. In general terms diversity means the presence of more than one transmission 
path. For a wireless communication system there is a distinction between implicit and 
explicit diversity. Implicit diversity arises when there is multipath transmission through 
the surrounding physical environment. Explicit diversity is an introduced structure in 
the form of transmitter frequency diversity or receiver space diversity such as antenna 
arrays. Channel coding introduces redundancy and also represents a form of diversity. 
The nature and extent of diversity gains are investigated throughout this thesis. 
1.1 Thesis Contributions 
The starting point for the work that resulted in this thesis was to consider possible 
applications of wavelets [29] in communications and to develop enhancements to the design 
of equalisers. The study of wavelets is a recent development in the field of mathematics and 
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signal processing. A wavelet basis consists of functions or signals that are orthogonal with 
respect to time shifts but also under time scaling. At first glance possible applications of 
wavelets in communications include modulation, channel modelling and signal processing 
for receiver design [90]. 
The major departure from the starting point of the project, if there is one, lies in the 
realisation that it is functions other than wavelets that offer greater utility in wireless 
communication applications. Wavelet modulation is effectively a form of OFDM but 
has disadvantages relative to existing methods in frequency selective environments. The 
important property of fading dispersive channels is that they are essentially delay and 
Doppler frequency limited. This means that the channel can be modelled by expansions 
involving prolate spheroidal wave functions [82] or other related decompositions such as 
the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion. The thesis as it stands is primarily a development 
of models for fading dispersive channels with applications in the design of optimal systems 
and associated performance evaluation. 
Equaliser design for communications involves developing algorithms for estimating 
channel state information (CSI) and for deconvolution which typically make use of known 
or estimated properties of the transmitted signal and channel. It is worthwhile to char-
acterise the CSI in such a way that only a small number of parameters are required to 
be estimated. This has implications for the structure and complexity of equalisation 
algorithms. 
Several decompositions of fading dispersive channels are developed as alternatives to 
the tapped delay line model usually used in practice. The alternative decompositions 
are generally more efficient than a tapped delay line. A single spread KL expansion is 
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based on an assumption that the time-frequency correlation function can be separated 
into a product of the delay power spectral density and the time selective correlation 
./ 
function. The resulting expansion has sample spaced coefficients. A double spread KL 
expansion involves a decomposition of an overall received pulse isolated from the rest 
of the received signal. The time varying and frequency selective aspects of the channel 
are jointly incorporated into an expansion with symbol spaced coefficients. The i-power 
series [9] is reasonably well known and is considered here for the sake of comparison with 
other decompositions. 
The original contributions made in the thesis are predominantly the application of 
channel decompositions to the design or performance analysis of wireless systems and 
are: 
1. development of a frequency domain form of the double spread KL expansion appli-
cable to bandlimited modulation formats; 
2. demonstration of the inherent immunity to lSI of powers of Nyquist pulses; 
3. optimisation of pulse shaping filters in the sense of minimum mean peak-sample 
energy to mean residual lSI energy; 
4. determination of the effects of CSI mismatch on the probability of error; 
5. determination of matched filter bounds; 
6. determination of average mutual information. 
Three items have been submitted for publication [6,4, 5]. The papers had been published 
[5] or accepted for publication [6, 4] at the time of final submission of this thesis. 
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Point 1 on the previous page describes an alternative to the time domain expression 
presented in [43] which also relies on a particular correlation property of the channel, 
namely that the channel correlation may be separated into a product of frequency and 
time selective correlation functions. In [25] the effect of utilising the successive eigenvalues 
of a fiat fading channel for detection is investigated. In Chapter 3 of this thesis the double 
spread KL expansion is placed in the context of other decompositions such as the single 
spread KL expansion [30] and the I-power series expansion [9]. 
Point 2 appears in Chapter 4 and is a direct extension of the result in [56] for the slow 
fading linearly frequency selective channel. A squared Nyquist pulse applies to the linear 
channel and it is shown that higher powers apply to channels that have a polynomial 
channel transfer function of correspondingly higher order. This approach allows near lSI 
free transmission over dispersive channels. As the exponent of the pulse is increased the 
system can support larger delay spreads. 
Point 3, also in Chapter 4, is also largely original. As with Point 2 it is assumed that 
the bandwidth of the pulse shaping filters can be progressively increased. An optimisation 
of the filters is performed over the channel delay profile and it is shown that for a fixed 
delay spread the signal to lSI ratio in dB is a linear function of allocated bandwidth. Other 
works take a similar approach [27, 52] but without consideration of excess bandwidth or 
optimisation over the channel model. 
Point 4 represents a comparative study of the I -power series and single spread KL 
expansions for application to channel modelling in equalisation. In [31] the I-power series 
is studied in a similar way. In this thesis the underlying equaliser and its performance 
analysis is based on [44]. Point 5 on matched filter bounds is based on [20] and represents a 
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generalisation including possibly rapid channel time variation where the effects of Doppler 
spread introduce another form of implicit diversity. This extension is based on applying 
the analysis in [20] in combination with the double spread KL expansion. Point 6 is 
in the area of information theory and continues the matched filter bound assumption of 
an isolated pulse in order to draw conclusions about the average mutual information in 
systems for the fading dispersive channel. 
Adaptivity of receivers is not considered in any detail and this is a logical next step 
for any extension of the material. In the area of pulse shaping the results in this thesis 
suggest a method whereby there may be no need for adaptive equalisation. In that case 
the work implies a more complete system than in the other chapters where results are 
obtained assuming rather than estimating OS!. 
1.2 Literature Review 
This thesis is concerned with system functions relating to the mitigation or removal of 
wireless channel impairments and with results on optimal performance. Background ma-
terial and recent developments in the field are summarised in this section. These are 
mostly in the areas of equalisation and channel modelling. 
A comprehensive early work on the overall topic of information theory is by Gallager 
[41]. This presents the fundamental theory of entropy, information and capacity and the 
related fields of source and channel coding. In source coding the entropy of a symbol in an 
alphabet represents the number of bits required for the representation of that symbol. The 
general idea is that a smaller number of bits can be used for frequently occuring symbols 
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and vice versa. This principle also forms the basis of methods for breaking ciphers [10]. 
In channel coding there is a tradeoff between the rate of information transfer and 
the probability that a symbol is received in error. The channel coding theorem states 
that there is a quantity C called the capacity of the channel. As long as the rate R of 
bits entering the encoder per second is less than C then the probability of error can be 
made arbitrarily low. This is achieved by introducing some form of redundancy during 
encoding. The converse to the coding theorem states that if the entropy of the source in 
bits per second is greater than C then it is impossible to achieve an arbitrarily low error 
probability [45]. 
Information theory now has many applications ranging from computer file compres-
sion to error control coding in communication systems. The communications viewpoint 
is presented in an early work by Wozencraft and Jacobs [91]. More recent work on the 
definition and determination of capacity in fading dispersive channels is found in [49, 67]. 
In slow, flat-fading channels the capacity is constant over long periods of time relative to 
the symbol spacing and the discrete time additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel 
results are applicable [41]. In dispersive channels lSI must be taken into account. If the 
sequential nature of digital communications is ignored then the relevant result involves 
distribution of transmitted energy over compactly supported regions of frequency spec-
trum [41]. For fast fading channels the transfer function of the channel varies substantially 
over short periods of time and the concept of a limiting rate of information transfer must 
be redeveloped. 
Basic works on the subject of digital communication include [63, 45, 76, 46]. These all 
describe linear modulation formats and evaluate performance for matched filter detection 
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in the AWGN channel. A detailed study of this problem is found in [3]. Fundamental 
results and techniques for synchronisation are developed in [68] where the treatment is 
directed towards maximum likelihood parameter estimation. 
1.2.1 Modulation and Pulse Shaping 
Basic references covering modulation include [45, 76]. There has been a great deal of 
emphasis in the literature on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. The connection 
with the discrete Fourier transform is discussed in [88]. The work of Chang [15] defines an 
orthogonal set of adjacent and overlapping signals for data transmission. This definition is 
similar to multi-band wavelets arid there has been speculation that some form of wavelet 
modulation may find application [61, 90]. In the mathematical field of wavelets the root 
raised-cosine pulse corresponds to the simplest Meyer scaling function [29]. Other general 
works on wavelets include [19, 89]. 
For this thesis the starting point is the raised-cosine pulse shaping filter. Pulse shaping 
is investigated in the context of lSI resulting from channel dispersion. The minimisation 
of lSI by pulse shaping is also considered in [27, 52]. 
1.2.2 Equalisation 
There are various established methods of equalisation for fading dispersive channels. 
Three notable examples are linear equalisation, decision feedback equalisation and maxi-
mum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [76]. Linear equalisation seeks to deconvolve 
the signal and channel with a simple transversal filter, the design of which goes back 
to Wiener [45]. Decision feedback equalisation is an extension of linear equalisation in 
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which previously detected symbols are weighted and subtracted from the incoming signal 
[71, 76]. MLSE considers all possible symbol sequences and selects the one most probably 
transmitted. In practice this is done using the Viterbi algorithm [39]. MLSE as a form 
of equalisation is described in [38, 83] and extended to fading dispersive channels with 
approximate CSI in [44]. The work in [66] considers the effect of residual ISI on the per-
formance of MLSE when a truncated channel impulse response is assumed. Other works 
on the performance evaluation of MLSE include [14, 33]. 
A comprehensive survey of equalisation is found in [77]. Optimal linear receivers for 
the slow fading channel which jointly implement equalisation and diversity combining are 
described in [21, 47]. Various other works deal with the utilisation of the cyclostationary 
property of wireless signals for equalisation and blind equalisation [42, 74, 64]. 
A useful technique for performance evaluation of equalisers is Metzger's algorithm [70]. 
This offers a means of approximating the residual lSI probability density function which 
can then be used in the determination of the probability of bit error. Often a Gaussian 
model of lSI is sufficient for investigating the general performance of systems. 
In the work of Cavers the effect of fading on conventional receivers is considered 
[12, 13]. Such receivers develop an error Hoor in fading because of lSI and degradation of 
the peak sample energy due to rapid variations in the channel over the interval of a few 
symbols. The combined structure of the channel and conventional receiver amounts to a 
form of mismatch. 
Adaptive receivers estimate or predict the channel based on past estimates. In slow 
fading least mean square (LMS) tracking of the channel is sufficient [77]. In fast fading 
the channel effect must be estimated concurrently with equalisation. One method for 
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MLSE, which involves embedding the channel estimation within the Viterbi algorithm, is 
per-survivor processing (PSP) [78]. Thus, the receiver structure depends to a large extent 
on whether the fading is slow or fast. Adaptive MLSE receivers for fading dispersive 
channels are developed in [62, 26, 24, 17, 18, 79, 58, 57]. These are all based on some 
form of Viterbi algorithm. In particular, the approach in [24, 79, 58] involves the use of 
Kalman filtering to track rapid channel variations over time. 
The calculation of matched filter bounds which offer a lower bound on performance 
for linear modulation in fading dispersive channels is developed in [65, 22, 36, 34]. The 
bound is obtained by assuming the transmission of an isolated pulse so that lSI need not 
be considered. 
1.2.3 Channel Modelling 
General references on wireless communication and channel modelling are [55, 51]. These 
include the isotropic scattering model of the fading channel. A method for the simulation 
of frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channels is described in [85]. A physical model of multi-
path dispersive channels based on the assumption of no line-of-sight path and ellipses of 
scatterers is found to have roughly a one-sided exponential delay profile in [7]. 
Power series models of the fading dispersive channel are developed in [9]. The work in 
[56, 57, 58, 59] considers several applications of the i-power series. In [31] the precision 
of a truncated i-power series is considered. A double filtering receiver for flat-fading 
channels based on the t-power series is developed in [69, 87]. 
The KL expansion is described in [30]. It is primarily the works [21, 22, 23] that have 
been extended in this thesis. Those works identify the fact that a KL expansion in the 
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frequency domain is appropriate to bandlimited systems. Problems in which the channel 
is slow fading dispersive are considered. 
Various other works on channel decomposition are [35, 8, 86]. References on spheroidal 
wave functions and their application in signal processing include [1, 37, 82, 53, 54]. 

Chapter 2 
Wireless Communication 
The fact that a wireless signal can be subject to fading and dispersion has implications 
for the design of wireless communication systems. In such cases a transmitted signal 
composed of a sequence of shift-orthogonal, overlapping pulses is distorted by the channel. 
Systems that experience frequency selectivity in the channel require equalisation in the 
receiver. Equalisation means the removal of distortion or the deconvolution of the channel 
response from the received signal. 
This chapter defines a typical communication system in more detail including trans-
mitter, channel and receiver. The transmitter implements linear modulation formats such 
as phase shift keying as opposed to non-linear ones such as constant envelope forms of 
continuous phase modulation. A statistical characterisation of the channel is developed 
as the basis for the channel decompositions considered in the next chapter. As far as 
the receiver is concerned, the implications of the channel are explained in the context 
of established design methods. The performance evaluation of the various systems is 
discussed. 
17 
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2.1 Communication System 
A mathematical description of communication systems is required to form the basis for 
design and analysis. In the simplest model the transmitted signal has a complex baseband 
representation defined as 
s(t) = L al6(t - iT), (2.1) 
IEZ 
or on incorporating a pulse shaping filter 
ST(t) = L aler(t - iT), (2.2) 
IEZ 
where Z is the set of integers, al is an element from the complex symbol sequence, CT(t) 
is the transmitter pulse shape and T is the symbol spacing. The two-sided bandwidth of 
er(t) is denoted W. The modulation format could be PAM, PSK or QAM. 
The channel impulse response (CIR) as a function of time and delay is denoted h(t, e). 
This impulse response incorporates both fading, time selective effects and dispersive, 
frequency selective effects. At a given time, t, the channel has the impulse response 
described as a function of delay, e. 
The receiver is assumed to have a fixed front-end filter with impulse response CR(t). 
The impulse response of the overall pulse shape is given by 
..--
C(t} = CT(t) 0 CR(t), (2.3) 
and the overall CIR is defined as 
u(t, e) = c(e) 0 h(t, e), (2.4) 
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where ® denotes convolution. The overall erR with ~ = t - IT and with the convolution 
explicitly shown, is expressed as 
u(t, t -IT) = I: c(t - IT - T)h(t, T)dT. (2.5) 
At the output of the front-end filter the received signal is given by 
BR(t) = I: alu(t, t - IT) + TJ(t), (2.6) 
IE:£; 
where TJ(t) is the filtered output due to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with 
two-sided power spectral density (PSD) No/2. 
2.1.1 Linear Modulation Formats 
Phase shift keying (PSK) is obtained by uniformly distributing symbols around a cir-
de in the amplitude-phase plane. For Me-ary PSK the symbols are defined as al E 
.jE;ej21r(2i+1)/2Mc for i E {a, 1, ... , Me} where Es is the symbol energy. If the energy per 
bit is denoted Eb then Es = 10g2(Me)Eb. Gray coding [45] is usually assumed so that a 
nearest neighbour symbol error introduces a single bit error. Furthermore, if a differen-
tially encoded PSK signal (DPSK) is transmitted then there is no requirement for carrier 
phase recovery at the receiver. There is a penalty in terms of the probability of bit error 
for using differential decoding. 
2.1.2 Pulse Shaping 
A transmitter pulse shape CT(t) is said to be T-shift orthogonal if 
CT(t -IT) ® c;,( -t) I = Oklo 
t=kT 
(2.7) 
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The overall pulse shape is said to be Nyquist if the transmitter pulse shape is T -shift 
orthogonal and the receiver filter is matched to the transmitter pulse or more generally if 
c((k -l)T) 8kl • (2.8) 
A standard Nyquist overall pulse shape is the raised-cosine defined as 
c(t) . cos( 7fat/T) smc( t /T) 1 4a2t2 /T2 (2.9) 
with amplitude spectrum 
T, III::;; (1 - a)Is 
C(J) Tcos2 [~2 III (1 a)Is] (1 - a)Is < III::;; (1 + a)Is 
2aIs ' 
(2.10) 
0, otherwise 
where Is = 1/2T and a is the rolloff factor with 0 ::;; a ::;; 1. The sinc function is defined 
as 
sinc(t) 
1, 
sin (1rt) 
7ft ' 
t= 0 
(2.11) 
otherwise 
A root raised-cosine pulse is T-shift orthogonal and is obtained by setting CT(J) 
JC(J). This defines the relationship between time shift orthogonality and Nyquist prop-
erties. There are other ways to define Nyquist pulses such as the methods associated with 
generalised Meyer wavelet scaling functions [29]. 
Using Poisson's sum formula [46] the condition for the Nyquist pulse is expressed in 
the frequency domain as 
(2.12) 
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Figure 2.1: Eye diagram for raised-cosine pulse shaping with 50% excess bandwidth. 
Figure 2.1 shows the eye diagram for a raised-cosine pulse shape with 50% excess band-
width which is a standard setting. Figure 2.2 shows the amplitude and phase or in-
phase/quadrature (IQ) plot of a quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK) signal for the 
same scenario. 
2.2 Channel Modelling 
Fading dispersive channels are characterised by system and correlation functions [76]. 
Here the channel is assumed to be wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) 
[9]. This means that correlations in time depend on time differences and correlations in 
frequency depend on frequency differences. The key system functions include the time 
varying eIR and the time varying channel transfer function. The Fourier transform relates 
the various system functions. 
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Figure 2.2: IQ plot of QPSK for raised-cosine pulse shaping with 50% excess bandwidth. 
2.2.1 System Functions 
The channel is described here by a time varying GIR, h(t, ~). As noted in [9] there are 
three other related system functions for describing the channel. These are the time varying 
channel transfer function, HU, t), the output Doppler spread function, GU, v), and the 
delay Doppler spread function, g(~, v). As shown in Figure 2.3 these are related by the 
Fourier (downward) and inverse Fourier (upward) transforms [9]. 
2.2.2 Correlation Functions 
Under the assumptions of WSSUS and a common time selective correlation function, p, 
across the delay profile it follows that 
E [h(t, ~)h*(t', e)] = Ph(~)P(t - t')r5(~ - e), (2.13) 
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H(/, t) 
G (I ,v) 
Figure 2.3: System functions for fading dispersive channels linked by Fourier and inverse 
Fourier transforms[9]. 
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where * denotes complex conjugation, Ph is the delay PSD and p is the time selective 
correlation function, normalised to unit power, that is p(O) = 1. The assumption on time 
selective correlation is a generalisation of standard assumptions used with tapped delay 
line models of the channel [55J. If the assumption is invalid in a given case then (2.13) 
can be modified appropriately. In this thesis a standard version of p is considered, derived 
under the assumption of isotropic scattering as [55] 
p(t - t') = Jo(21r in(t t')), (2.14) 
where iD is the one:-sided Doppler spread and Jo denotes the zero order Bessel function 
of the first kind. Based on consideration of ellipses of scatterers for constant delay the 
scattering is only isotropic for large radius. However the Doppler spread is the same for 
all delays, ~, so that (2.13) is representative of a practical situation. The function Rp , the 
Doppler PSD, is the Fourier transform of pin (2.14) and is given by [43J 
1 Ivl sin 
(2.15) 
0, otherwise 
In the frequency domain the correlation is modelled as 
E [H(j, t)H*(j', t')] = RH(j, f')p(t - t'), (2.16) 
where RH is the frequency correlation function. RH is the Fourier transform of Ph' 
Consideration is given here to the following delay profiles. 
~ [8(~ - ~o) + 8(~ + ~o)l , two-ray 
Ph(~) = 1 (~) reet , 2V3~0 2V3~o uniform (2.17) 
;0 exp (~) , ~ 2 0, exponential 
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where eo is the root mean square (RMS) delay spread and d = eolT is the normalised 
RMS delay spread. For the uniform delay profile the maximum normalised delay spread 
is defined as d1 = 2J3d. The rectangular function is defined as 
1, lei ~ 1/2 
rect(e) = (2.18) 
0, otherwise 
Note that the two-ray and uniform delay profiles do not correspond to a causal channel 
filter response. However, upon bandlimiting of the eIR or convolution with the pulse 
shaping filter, the overall channel impulse filter response is capable of an eigen decompo-
sition. This property is investigated in the next chapter. In addition the overall eIR is 
typically of finite energy and localised in time. 
For the delay profiles considered it follows that 
cos(2n(f - !')eo), two-ray 
RH(f, I') = sinc((f - !')2J3eo), uniform (2.19) 
1 
1 - j2n(f - !')eo' exponential 
The two-ray delay profile is easy to work with since decompositions can be obtained 
in closed form. The exponential profile is on balance the most realistic model and the 
uniform profile is of some theoretical interest since it is strictly delay limited. 
The complex Gaussian distribution is an effective model of multipath channels. When 
the various components of the channel are combined the result is subject the central limit 
theorem. If a complex Gaussian variable x has zero mean and 
(2.20) 
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Figure 2.4: Amplitude of a Rayleigh fading process, fDT = 0.1. 
then the propbability density function (pdf) of x is given by 
1 (lxI2) Px(x) = -exp -- . 
7r(J" (J"2 (2.21) 
The magnitude or envelope of x is denoted Ixl and has a Rayleigh pdf as 
(2.22) 
The Rician distribution includes the Rayleigh distribution as one case as well as other 
cases which have non-zero means. Figure 2.4 shows the amplitude of a Rayleigh fading 
process and Figure 2.5, the phase. 
The graphs are obtained using (2.14) and the method described in [85] for simulating 
a fading process. Windowing of the impulse response for the filter representing the fading 
process may in some situations be necessary when simulating adaptive receivers to create 
a more realisable and realistic model. 
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Figure 2.5: Phase of a Rayleigh fading process, fDT = 0.1. 
One of the fundamental difficulties in wireless communication is the deep fades or nulls 
in the channel amplitude. In slow fading the effective signal to noise ratio can be low for 
time periods of many symbols in duration. The figures show that rapid phase transitions 
tend to occur in deep fades. Depending on the receiver design these effects can result 
in sporadic events of many symbol errors. A critical tool in combatting periods of low 
signal to noise ratio is explicit diversity. However, the use of an optimal receiver and the 
exploitation of implicit diversity in the channel can also assist in minimising the effect of 
these impairments. 
The product fDT is known as the fade rate. A value of 0.01 or less is generally taken 
to indicate slow fading; a value of 0.1 or greater respresents fast fading. 
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Figure 2.6: Probability of bit error, p(e), vs Eb/No for BPSK or QPSK over the AWGN 
channel. 
2.3 Systems for the AWGN Channel 
The probability of bit error, p(e), for coherent binary PSK (BPSK) and QPSK (4-ary 
PSK) in AWGN is given by [3,45] 
pte) = ~erfC ( fJi) , (2.23) 
where erfc is the complementary error function [45]. Figure 2.6 shows p(e) versus Eb/No. 
The quantity Eb/No arises frequently and represents the bit energy to noise energy ratio. 
It should be kept in mind that the performance of linear modulation formats in the ideal 
AWGN channel is a lower bound on the performance in fading channels. 
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2.4 Systems for Slow Fading Dispersive Channels 
When the fading is slow the receiver design problem is a traditional one. The objective 
is to estimate eSI for equalisation and track slow variations. The receiver front-end filter 
can be matched to the transmitter filter rather than matched to the overall eIR up to 
the receiver. Thus CR(t) is typically set as in [12] as 
CR(t) 4( -t). (2.24) 
In this case the usual split of transmitter and receiver filter assuming that CU) is positive 
real and even for If I ::; W/2, is defined by 
(2.25) 
This ensures that if c(t) is Nyquist then the impulse responses of the filters are T-shift 
orthogonal and CR(t) is the matched filter for CT(t). Furthermore, the symbol spaced 
sample output of CR(t) due to AWGN is a sequence of zero mean, mutually uncorrelated, 
Gaussian random variables. 
Alternatively the receiver filter may be assumed to have an ideal low pass characteristic 
with two-sided bandwidth 1/Tr where Tr = T/r is the sample spacing and r, the relative 
sample to symbol rate, is a positive integer, that is 
1 
1, If I ::; T. 
r 
0, otherwise 
(2.26) 
In this case CT can optionally be set to be a full raised-cosine pulse shape with compen-
sat ion of the symbol energy. 
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2.4.1 Co-Channel Interference and Diversity 
To extend the system model a similar approach to that in [21] is adopted. When space 
diversity is available with sufficient antenna separation, there are M effectively uncorre-
lated channels carrying the same transmitted data. In addition, it is assumed here that 
there are N dominant co-channel interferers. Timing offsets are assumed for the interfer-
ers. However, for simplicity, all sources have the same coherent phase reference. That is, 
no consideration is given to carrier frequency offsets. The definitions in this section are 
based on [21]. 
The overall eIR for the nth interferer on the mth diversity thread is denoted Un,m(t, e) 
and is given by 
(2.27) 
where n E {a, ... , N}, n = a is the desired information bearing signal, mE {1, ... , M}, 
hn,m(t, e) is the corresponding eIR and tn is the timing offset ofthe nth source or interferer 
relative to the timing of the desired signal, that is, to = a and tn for n ::::: 1 is uniformly 
distributed over [-T /2, T /2). The frequency correlation for the eIRs is defined as 
E[Hn,m(j, t)H~/ml(j', t')] = SI~ RH(j, f')p(t - t')DnnIDmml, (2.28) 
where SIRn is the signal to interference ratio for the nth source and SIRo 1. For n > 1 
and assuming an even distribution of energy over the dominant interferers we have [21] 
SIRn = N (1 + D~R) SIR, (2.29) 
where SIR is the total signal to interference ratio and DWR is the dominant to weak 
interference ratio. The weak interference here is the output of the receiver filter due to 
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AWGN with constant power spectral density. This is different to the approach taken in 
[21] where the PSD of the weak interference is assumed to be due to other wireless signals 
with similar format, and therefore, is influenced by the shape of the transmitter filter. 
Hence, in the model of this section it is assumed that the weak interference is receiver 
front-end noise and all co-channel interference is cyclostationary. SIRw is the signal to 
interference ratio for the weak interference and is given by 
SIRw = (DWR + l)SIR. (2.30) 
The SIRs are related as 
(2.31) 
These SIRs are signal to interference ratios for separate diversity threads. The dominant 
co-channel interference (CCI) is correlated from thread to thread in contrast to the weak 
interference on different diversity threads which is uncorrelated. SIRw is also referred to 
as the signal to noise ratio, denoted SNR. 
2.4.2 Diversity Combining 
Various approaches can be adopted for diversity combining and equalisation. In this sec-
tion space diversity is assumed and memoryless combining is done with scalar antenna 
weights. Minimum mean square error (MMSE) diversity combining is assumed and de-
veloped as in [23]. Other forms relevant to this receiver structure are selection, fixed 
ratio and maximal ratio combining. Fixed ratio combining is also known as equal gain 
combining. 
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The following development is instructive in the sense that it describes how a system, 
including a linear receiver~jfi.atrm:.tu:reiLgiven.aslowJadj;ggassumptiQn. It also introduces 
the concept of minimum or least mean square error optimisation which is critical in many 
aspects of communication system design. In Chapter 4, a related optimisation process is 
used to design pulse shaping filters. 
The kth sample at the output of the receiver filter is given by 
M N M 
Yk = L L L Un,IWm,kUn,m(kT, (k l)T) + L Wm, k'TJm,kl (2.32) 
m=l n=Q fEZ m=l 
where wm, k for m E {I, .. , M} denotes the {m, k }th scalar antenna weight of the diversity 
combining scheme, 'TJm,k is the {m, k}th sample due to the weak interference and Un,l is 
the symbol sequence of the nth dominant interferer. The desired component corresponds 
to l = k and n = O. A vector of antenna weights is defined as 
(2.33) 
where t denotes Hermitian transpose. 
The following description of MMSE combining is based on [23]. The mean squared 
error, MSE, is defined as 
(2.34) 
Substituting from (2.32) and expanding (2.34) under the assumption of uncorrelated sym-
boIs the MSE can be written as 
(2.35) 
for BPSK and QPSK, 
(2.36) 
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with 
N 
Fmm'k = L L un,m(kT, (k -l)T)u~,m' (kT, (k - l)T), (2.37) 
n=O IEZ 
or, again using Poisson's sum formula, 
N rW / 2 ( 1 ) Fmm'k = LL 1- Un,m(J,kT)U~,m' j - T,kT dj, 
n=O IEZ -W/2 
(2.38) 
I 
G = SIRw' (2.39) 
and 
(2.40) 
The MMSE occurs when 
(2.41) 
corresponding to 
(2.42) 
The usual approach to proving this result is to take the gradient [77] of the MSE. Since 
the MSE is not analytic an alternative proof is given here. A function 9 is defined as 
(2.43) 
The matrix Ak is positive definite so that 
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The estimation of the overall CIR required to determine Ak and bk can be done 
by assuming knowledge of the training sequence and, subsequently) the detected symbols. 
Again, standard minimum or least mean squares estimation is employed with the received 
samples as inputs. Having estimated Ak and b k the method of steepest descent can be 
employed to find the required antenna weights. The update is given by 
(2.45) 
where ~ is the step size parameter [77]. 
2.4.3 Equalisation and Diversity Combining 
The approach described above for MMSE memoryless diversity combining can be gener-
alised. An optimum linear receiver [21] implements both filtering and diversity combining. 
The receiver is based on matched filters. It is possible to achieve the same end with no 
matched filter but rather a transversal filter for each diversity thread. Using either ap-
proach the result is achieved by minimising a distortion spectrum. An implementation 
along these lines utilising finite-length filters is described in [47]. 
2.4.4 Performance Evaluation 
Metzger's algorithm [70, 21] can be used to assess the performance of systems with resid-
ual lSI and CCI in terms of the bit error rate, BER, in a slow fading dispersive channel. 
The algorithm takes the real and imaginary components of the lSI and CCI and adopts a 
numerical procedure to obtain a model of the overall interference distribution. This pro-
cess can be used to determine the bit error rate (BER) due to residual lSI in equalisation. 
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However, conclusions can often be drawn from a simple Gaussian model of interference. 
Average BER results illustrate the level of error floors. Also useful is the BER distri-
bution which expresses the outage probability, Pout, as a function of BER and a threshold 
value, BERe. Pout is defined as [22, 60] 
Pout P [BER BERe] , (2.46) 
where BERe is a BER threshold. In many applications, such as voice communications, 
some errors are tolerable. Pout is the chance that the error rate exceeds the predefined 
threshold. 
2.5 Systems for Fast Fading Dispersive Channels 
When a wireless system is implemented in such a way that the fading can be considered 
fast, conventional receivers develop an error floor [12]. A conventional receiver in this 
context is partially matched in the sense that the receiver front end filter is matched to 
the transmitted pulse rather than the overall eIR. The error floor arises as a result of 
the lSI and the distortion of each received pulse introduced by fluctuations in the channel 
amplitude and phase over the interval of a symbol. 
One approach to design in this situation is to raise the symbol rate thus reducing 
the fade rate and to use some form of diversity to allow for long deep fades. However, 
it is also possible to implement an equaliser that can compensate for time variation and 
remove error floors. The method developed in [44] extends the MLSE approach based 
on the Viterbi algorithm. The original method for time invariant dispersive channels is 
described in [38, 83]. For simplicity in this section the consideration of diversity is omitted. 
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The development is easily generalised to include diversity in the form of multiple threads. 
The material is based on [44] and is used only in Chapter 5 wherein conclusions can be 
made without considering diversity. 
The origin of the term error floor is [16]. Throughout this thesis the term error floor 
describes the situation where the probability of error has a non-zero large signal to noise 
ratio asymptote. With this definition it is seen that different forms of mismatch lead to 
an error floor. For instance, the effect of fading is to produce a phase ambiguity for the 
detection of symbols in a conventional receiver leading to an error floor. 
2.5.1 Ma,ximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation 
For MLSE the receiver implements a time varying matched filter, searches sequences and 
chooses the one with maximum likelihood (ML). A full derivation of the matched filter 
MLSE receiver is provided in [44]. The Viterbi algorithm is used to iteratively compute 
the metric and determine the ML sequence. Use of the branch metrics IYk - Ykl 2 without 
a matched filter delivers a receiver with equivalent performance characteristics under the 
assumption of AWGN. The quantity Yk is the received sample following filtering with the 
receiver filter implied by (2.26). The quantity Yk in a branch metric is the hypothesised 
received sample defined as 
Yk = L alu(kTr, (k - lr)Tr), (2.47) 
IE:£: 
where al is an hypothesised symbol in the sequence, u(t, e) is an approximation to the 
overall crR and 11r is the sample rate relative to the symbol rate so that the sample 
spacing is given by Tr = T Ir. Based on the use of these branch metrics, the total or path 
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metric for the hypothesised sequence a = {ad, l E Z, given a = {ad, l E Z transmitted, 
is defined as 
G(a, a) = I: iYk - Ykl 2 (2.48) 
kEZ 
It is often assumed for the purposes of analysis that CSI is known a priori, to some 
degree of approximation. In practice an initial estimate of CSI is obtained by the use of a 
training sequence or some other procedure. Adaptive receivers for MLSE typically utilise 
per-survivor processing within the Viterbi algorithm [78] to maintain an estimate of CSI. 
2.5.2 Performance Evaluation 
The calculation ofthe probability of error for the MLSE receiver implied by (2.48) follows 
the development in [44] for MLSE with approximate CSI. The basis of the calculation is 
the pairwise probability of error, P(a -+ a), which is the probability that the transmitted 
sequence, a = {al} , l E Z, implies a greater total metric, G(·, .), than an alternative 
sequence, a = {al}, l E Z. This probability is given by 
P(a -+ a) = P(G(a, a) - G(a, a) > 0). (2.49) 
In calculating the probability, the overall CIR in (2.47) is assumed to be of length L 
symbols where L is an odd integer. The models of the overall CIR developed in the 
preceding sections are bandlimited. Therefore the overall CIR is not time limited and, 
strictly speaking, its length, L, is infinite. However, it has been found that use of a small 
value of L with the metric in (2.48) leads to good approximations in the calculation of 
error probabilities. The fact that bandlimited signals are not time limited and vice versa 
is a manifestation of the uncertainty principle. 
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Further to the assumption of finite length, L, for the overall CIR it is assumed that 
consideration is limited to dominant short error events. Events begin at the symbol 1 = 0 
and last w + 1 symbols where w is a small non-negative integer. 
With these assumptions it is possible to fix the summation limits implicit in (2.49). 
Letting k = mr+n, m E Z, n E {O, ... , r -I}, it follows that the range of k is defined by 
m = _1'21, ... , w + L21. There are w + L values of m and (w + L)r values of k. For each 
value of k there are L values of l. The range of 1 is defined by 1 = m - L~1, ... ,m + L21. 
The left hand side of the inequality in (2.49) is a complex Gaussian quadratic form. 
The pairwise probability of error is written as P(1f, > 0) where 
If, = G(a, a) - G(a, a) = xt Ax. (2.50) 
The column vector x is a concatenation of the subvectors u, U and n as 
u 
x= (2.51) 
n 
The su bvectors in turn contain the elements Uk,k-lr, Uk,k-lr and fJk' Based on the above 
discussion the vectors u and u are of dimension (w + L )Lr x 1 and the vector n is 
of dimension (w + L)r x 1. A suitable index for the vectors u and u has a range of 
ndx = 1, ... , (w + L)Lr and is given by 
Thus 
(( L-l)) L-l ndx = m + -2- r + n L + 1 - m + 2 1 
L -1 L+ 1 
= m( r L - 1) + nL + 1 + 2 + 2 
L-l 
-2-' 
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lndX -lJ n = L mod T, 
L-1 
l = ((ndx-1) mod L) +m- -2-' 
39 
. where the floor function L·J indicates rounding to nearest integer in the direction of minus 
infinity and mod is short for modulo. 
The matrix A is defined from the following expression for the quadratic form, 
+L-l +L-1 ~ L: ,~E" [ ":~,, [-2Re[Uk,._l.aj (al' - il" )U',k-l'.] 
(2.52) 
+ Uk,O _I. (ai a,' - ilj il" )U. ,o-".j- 2Re [ilk ,k-l. (aj - ail~. ]j. 
The probability density function of ~ is denoted p", (~) and has a characteristic function, 
P,((), given by [44] 
1 
where the covariance matrix is defined as 
and is composed of nine submatrices as [44] 
Ruu Ruu 0 
Ruu Ruu 0 
0 0 Rnn 
The pairwise probability of error is then calculated with residue theory [48] as 
resi 
P(a -t a) = - L 1 po e· 
i,Im[poleil<O t 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
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where polei is the ith pole of (2.53) and reSi is its residue. 
The possible transmitted sequences are denoted aW'X so that al in (2.52) can be replaced 
by af'x. The index w enumerates the error events of length w + L The index x identifies 
the transmitted sequences. The range of x is x = 1, ... , Mcw+2L-l where the quantity 
Me is the number of symbols in the modulation format. For example, Me = 2 for BPSK. 
The possible sequences chosen in error by the receiver are denoted by aW'x,y so that al in 
(2.52) can be replaced by af'X,y. The index y identifies different error events of length 
w + L The Gaussian quadratic form K, can be replaced by K,W'x,y and A can be replaced by 
A w,x,y. An error event is signified by the quantity £w,x,y aW'x - aW'X'Y. A union bound 
on the probability of bit error is then given by [44] 
(2.57) 
The a priori transmission probability P(aW,X) = Mcw J.2L 1, assuming all transmitted se-
quences are equally likely. The quantity e( aW'x -+ aW,X,y) is the number of bit errors 
corresponding to an error event, £w,x,y, and P( aW'X -+ aW,X,y) is the pairwise probability 
of error given by 
(2.58) 
2.6 Summary 
It is seen that there are well defined structures for the design and associated performance 
evaluation of communication systems with fading dispersive channels. In the next chapter 
the channel models are developed further. It is the extension and application of channel 
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decompositions that form the basis of this thesis. However, this is done in the context of 
existing models developed in this chapter. Two fundamentally different receiver structures 
have been presented for the separate cases of slow and fast fading channels. In slow fading 
it is fairly straightforward to implement diversity combining and to control the effects of 
interference in the sense of minimum mean square error. In fast fading the rapid variations 
of the channel over time are taken into account through extended application of the Viterbi 
algorithm for maximum likelihood sequence estimation. 

Chapter 3 
Channel Decomposition 
This chapter identifies several options for the modelling of fading dispersive channels. As 
in the previous chapter, it is assumed that the channel can be modelled statistically and 
is WSSUS. With these assumptions it is possible to impose a structure which enables the 
channel to be locally specified over a symbol interval, with a small number of parameters. 
Having defined these structures the next four chapters demonstrate applications of both a 
theoretical and practical nature. The models are somewhat idealised and there are some 
approximations. Nevertheless the approach allows a study of fundamental issues arising 
in the field of wireless communication over fading dispersive channels. 
From a theoretical standpoint the major contribution of this chapter is the extension 
of the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion [30] to certain models of fast fading dispersive 
channels. In practice the essentially delay and Doppler frequency limited property of 
wireless channels enables their decomposition. In addition, if it is assumed that the 
statistics are zero mean complex Gaussian then many quantitative assessments are greatly 
simplified. A zero mean complex Gaussian random process has a Rayleigh distributed 
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envelope and thus it makes sense to describe the channels as Rayleigh fading dispersive. 
The statistical modelling of wireless channels is designed to reflect the inherent uncertainty 
arising in practical systems. The Rayleigh fading dispersive channel incorporates the 
most detrimental effects such as time intervals of low effective signal to noise ratio and 
rapid phase transitions. Other models such as the Rician distribution introduce further 
considerations to the analysis. 
To begin, the tapped delay line model of the channel is defined. The tapped delay 
line is the traditional model for fading dispersive channels and is based on the assumption 
that there are two or more distinct propagation delays for rays arriving at the receiver. 
Three alternative decompositions are presented as representations that are generally more 
efficient than a tapped delay line. A single spread KL expansion is based on the assump-
tion that the time-frequency correlation function can be separated into a product of the 
'/ ~/' 
delay PSD and the time selective correlation function. The resulting expansion has sam-
pie spaced coefficients. A double spread KL expansion involves a decomposition of an 
overall received pulse isolated from the rest of the received signal. The time varying and 
frequency selective aspects of the channel are jointly incorporated into an expansion with 
symbol spaced coefficients. The i-power series expansion [9] is reasonably well known 
and is considered here for the sake of comparison with other decompositions. In all cases 
the initial terms of the decomposition contain the majority of the channel energy and the 
decomposition can be truncated to give a model with finite dimension. 
A numerical method analogous to the discrete Fourier transform is used to obtain 
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the KL expansions and this represents sampling 
in frequency. In the case of a uniform delay profile with a single spread KL expansion 
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the eigenfunctions in frequency are spheroidal wave functions [82]. The theory associated 
with such functions offers another means of obtaining the basis for an expansion [37, 1]. 
The functions are orthogonal over two intervals of frequency, one finite and one infinite. 
Coefficient covariances for the decompositions are obtained for use in later chapters. 
The mean squared error of approximation is a simple performance measure for investi-
gating the impact of truncating higher order terms to make the dimension finite. Such 
truncation is a form of mismatch and is similar to the use of a conventional receiver for 
the fading channel. Some results illustrating the error of approximation for combinations 
of delay profile and decomposition are presented in this chapter. The issue of truncation 
is taken up again in Chapter 5. In practice the level of truncation is chosen so as the error 
of approximation has minimal impact on receiver performance. 
3.1 Tapped Delay Line 
The tapped delay line model of the channel is based on a discrete multipath structure 
such that the channel can be expressed as 
N,.-l 
u(t, e) = 2: XP,i(t)C(e - Ti), (3.1) 
i=O 
where NT is the number of different delays and XP,i(t) is a complex valued time selective 
coefficient (TSC). For an equi-spaced delay of T the tapped delay line model is shown in 
Figure 3.1. In general the number of delays and their values are chosen to match the type 
of channel being modelled in terms of multipath density and delay spread. 
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ST('lTDT--Dl 
xp,o(tl-i xp,l(tl -1 xP,N.,('l-l 
'----------111-.. 0 - - .. 0------
Figure 3.1: Tapped delay line channel model with equi-spaced delays. 
3.2 Single Spread Karhunen-Loeve Expansion 
The single spread KL expansion can be defined in a number of ways. These are distin-
guished by whether the pulse shape is incorporated into the defining integral equation and 
whether there is mismatch between the expansion and the channel being modelled. rn all 
cases there is a set of eigenvalues, {AQ,i}' and eigenfunctions, {q>Q,i(J)}, for i E {O, 1, ... }, 
obtained as solutions of the integral equation [30] 
(3.2) 
where Q determines the underlying structure of the model and has the following definitions 
H, exact model of erR 
u, exact model of overall erR 
Q= (3.3) 
H, mismatched 2nd order model of erR 
u, mismatched 2nd order model of overall erR 
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that is, Q = H means the pulse shape is omitted in the integral equation and Q = U 
means it is included. The frequency correlation functions are defined as 
RH(f,I'), Q=H 
C(f)RH(f, I')C* (f') , Q = U 
RrJ(f,I') = (3.4) 
Q=H 
C(f)Rjj(f, f')C*(f'), Q U 
The KL expansion is defined as 
00 
u(t, e) = L XQ,i(t)ZQ,i(e), (3.5) 
i=O 
00 
U(f, t) = L XQ,i(t)ZQ,i(f), (3.6) 
i=O 
where XQ,i(t) is the ith KL expansion TSC and 
ipH,i(f)C(f), Q H 
ipU,i(f), Q=U 
ZQ,i(f) = (3.7) 
ipjj,i(f)C(f) , Q=H 
ipfj,i(f), Q=U 
These series are truncated to produce approximate decompositions with finite dimension 
as 
J-l 
u(t, e) = L XQ,i(t)ZQ,i(e), (3.8) 
i=O 
J-l 
U(f, t) = L XQ,i(t)ZQ,i(f), (3.9) 
i=O 
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where J is the dimension of or number of terms in the decomposition. In practice the 
depth of truncation is chosen so that the resulting error of approximation in modelling the 
overall CIR has negligible efect on performance. Some of the results in this chapter and 
Chapter 5, quantify the effect on performance at the boundary of acceptable truncation 
depth. The TSCs are obtained as the inner products 
j W/2 XH,i(t) = H(J, t)q/H,i(J)dj, 
-W/2 
(3.10) 
j W/2 XU,i(t) = U(J, t)CfJ'U,i(J)dj, 
-W/2 
(3.11) 
j W/2 Xjj,i(t) = H(J, t)CfJir,i(J)dj, 
-W/2 
(3.12) 
j W/2 xfj i (t) = U(J, t)CfJb . (J)dj. 
, -W/2 ,~ 
(3.13) 
The autocorrelations of the first two types of TSC are obtained using (2.16), (3.2), (3.10) 
and (3.11) as 
(3.14) 
E [XU,i (t)X'U,i' (t')] = >'U,idii' p( t - t'), (3.15) 
that is, these TSCs are mutually uncorrelated. For the mismatched case, using (2.16), 
(3.2), (3.12) and (3.13), 
(3.16) 
j
W/2jW/2 
E [Xfj,Jt)xb i' (t')] = CfJb i(J)Ru(J, j')CfJfj,i' (J')dj'dj p(t - t'), 
, -W/2-W/2' 
(3.17) 
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xQ,o(t) -0 xQ,1(t)-0 
1,----- " 4-
Figure 3.2: Structure for single spread KL expansion of the channel. 
and in relation to the matched case 
(3.18) 
j W/2 E [XUi(t)xij .,(t')] = AUi iJJ~Ji(f)iJJfJ i,(f)dj p(t - t'), ',~ , -W/2' , (3.19) 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the structure implied by the single spread KL expansion. 
3.2.1 Spheroidal Wave Functions 
For the single spread KL expansion and a uniform delay profile the eigenfunctions for Q = 
H are proportional to prolate spheroidal wave functions as defined in [82, 53, 54] which 
illustrate the finite dimensionality of bandlimited and essentially time limited signals. In 
the application considered in this thesis the channel transfer function is to be modelled 
and is assumed to be delay limited and essentially bandlimited. It is generally accepted 
that delay profiles encountered in practice are more likely to be exponential. However, \. 
both the uniform and exponential delay profiles are continuous over a certain range of 
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delay and both are delay limited to all intents and purposes. Thus a case can be made 
for using either the uniform or exponential delay profile for general aspects of design and 
analysis. For the examples in the following chapters the choice of delay profile is open 
and to some extent arbitrary. 
A consequence of the link between the eigenfunctions for a uniform delay profile and 
spheroidal wave functions is that the eigenfunctions are orthonormalised Legendre poly-
nomials as the channel becomes frequency non-selective or the delay spread tends towards 
zero. The set containing orthonormalised versions of the first J Legendre polynomials is 
a suitable fixed basis and can be used for moderate delay spreads since the Legendre 
polynomials and eigenfunctions have roughly the same shape. Another general property 
of the ith spheroidal wave function is that it has i roots over the finite frequency range 
of orthogonality. 
The parameter c in [82] is here denoted Cs along with As,i, Ts and Ws denoting cor-
responding parameters. The links between the quantities in this thesis and that paper, 
with W fixed at liT, are defined by Ts = liT, Ws = d1T12, Cs = 2dd7r and As,i = d1AH,i, 
noting that time and frequency in [82] correspond to frequency and delay in this thesis. 
The orthogonality of spheroidal wave functions over two ranges of frequency, one finite 
and one infinite, and their localisation in both time and frequency suggests application 
for systems with time limited as opposed to bandlimited formats. The general idea is . 
to consider a time limited pulse which is to some extent localised in frequency such as a 
rectangular pulse. For modelling the channel the finite frequency range of orthogonality 
is defined so that a large proportion of the energy of the pulse amplitude spectrum is 
contained in that range. The infinite range of orthogonality is then utilised assuming 
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that the low energy of the pulse spectrum outside the finite range means that the overall 
representation can be of finite dimension. This approach is applicable for continuous 
phase modulation including minimum shift keying. 
3.2.2 Numerical Evaluation 
The eigen decomposition implied by the integral equation (3.2) is converted to a matrix 
equation and solved numerically using a method analogous to the discrete Fourier trans-
form and representing sampling in frequency. The frequency spectrum is divided into an 
even number, Nf, of segments. The qth point infrequency is f[q] = -W/2+(q-O.5)W/Nf . 
Although slightly less accurate than Simpson's method as used in [22], this approach al-
lows a function inner product to be directly calculated as a vector inner product. 
In selecting Nf the consideration is the resulting accuracy of the significant eigenvalues 
and associated eigenfunctions. The objective is to avoid implicit aliasing in the time 
domain. When both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are required then Nf is typically 
chosen so that the sample spacing is between O.Ol/T and O.005/T. When eigenfunctions 
are not required Nf can be smaller. The number of significant eigenvalues is chosen so 
that the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue to the minimum eigenvalue is roughly 108 . 
The eigen decomposition is performed with standard software routines. By comparison of 
computed eigenvalues with those in [82] for the uniform delay profile it is found that an 
accuracy of 4-5 significant figures is achieved with the numerical method. Any eigenvalues 
beyond the threshold are less accurate and unlikely to influence calculations since they 
represent low relative energies. 
A more sophisticated numerical method is one involving Gaussian quadrature [75]. 
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Gaussian quadrature is presented as the method of choice for solving Fredholm integral 
equations in [75]. The integral equation (3.2) considered in this chapter is of this type 
and homogeneous if Q = H. 
Note that in the case of a two-ray delay profile there are two elements in the eigen 
decomposition which can be obtained analytically as the eigenvalues 
AH,O = ~(1 + sinc(2W dT)), AH,l = ~(1 - sinc(2W dT)), (3.20) 
and eigenfunctions 
q, (1) = cos (27r 1 dT) q, (1) = sin (27r 1 dT) . 
H,O VX;;-' H,l ~ (3.21) 
3.3 Double Spread Karhunen-Loeve Expansion 
The double spread KL expansion is based on a decomposition when each transmitted pulse 
is considered in isolation. This section presents a frequency domain derivation which is 
closely related to the time domain approach in [43]. The lth received pulse is denoted 
VI (t) and is given by 
Vl(t) = u(t, t - IT). (3.22) 
The 1 = 0 received pulse is given by 
(3.23) 
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where ® denotes convolution. This has Fourier transform given by 
Yo(f) = I: I: CT(fI)H(f', t)e- j21r(f-f') tdtdl' I: CT(fI)G(f', f - f')df' 
= j'n CT(f v)G(f - v, v)dv 
-In 
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(3.24) 
where CT(J) is the transmitted pulse amplitude spectrum and G(f, v) is the channel 
output Doppler spread function. The correlation of G(f - v, v) is derived as 
E [G(J - v, V)G*(J' v', v')] RH(J - v - (J' - v'))Rp(v)8(v - v'), (3.25) 
where Rp) the Doppler power spectral density, is the Fourier transform of p as in (2.14). 
There is a slight problem with notation here. It is assumed that it is consistent to 
write RH(J, f') RH(f - f'). This is consistent with the three delay profiles defined in 
Chapter 2 and considered throughout the thesis and justified by the stationary property 
under the WSSUS assumption. This leads to a full definition for the correlation properties 
of Vo which are defined by 
Rv(f,J') E [Vo(f)VO*(J')] 
(3.26) 
Eigenvalues, {Ti}, and eigenfunctions, {-q, i (f) }, are defined from the integral equation 
j Wn/2 Rv (f, 1') -q, i (J')df' = Ti -q, i (f), 
-Wn/2 
(3.27) 
for i E {O, I, ... } and where Wn W + 2fnT is the bandwidth of the received pulse. 
Since the statistics are WSSUS the lth pulse can be modelled in the same way as the 
l 0 pulse. Thus the lth pulse is given by 
00 
Vl(t) = L XR,i,I'¢i(t -IT), (3.28) 
i=O 
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where XR,i,1 is the TSC with 
(3.29) 
The TSCs are zero mean, complex Gaussian random variables with correlation over the 
symbol index, l. 
3.3.1 Numerical Evaluation 
The integral in (3.26) can be evaluated using the transfer function of a root raised-cosine 
pulse shaping filter for CT. This evaluation is somewhat tedious but comparatively 
straightforward. The results of the evaluation are not shown since they are piecewise 
continuous with many cases, over a number of intervals of frequency, and do not in and 
of themselves provide any insight. The integral equation (3.27) is again converted to a 
matrix equation by discretisation of the spectrum as in the case of the single spread KL 
decomposition, replacing W with Wn. 
3.4 f-Power Series Expansion 
The J-power series expansion is obtained via a Taylor series expansion [48] of the time 
varying channel transfer function, as [9] 
00 
H(j, t) = L ~H(i)(O, t)Ji, 
i=O ~. 
(3.30) 
where H(i)(j, t) denotes the ith partial derivative of H(j, t) with respect to J. This 
expansion can be written as 
00 
H(j,t) = LX8,i(t)(j21rj)i, (3.31 ) 
i=O 
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where XS,i(t) is the ith I-power series TSC given by 
, (_ 1 (i) ( _ 1 ~ ( ) (i) ( ) Xs,~ t) - 'I( '2 )iH 0, t) - 'I( '2 )i L...JXH,n t iPH,n 0 , 
z. J 7f Z. J 7f n=O 
(3.32) 
in terms of the KL expansion TSCs. This definition of the TSC is based on [9] and on 
obtaining the derivative at I = 0 of a single spread KL expansion for the channel transfer 
function. 
The I -power series expansion for the overall CIR is defined as 
00 
u(t,~) = L xsAt)C(i)(~), (3.33) 
i=O 
00 
U(f, t) ='L XS,i(t) (j27fJ)iC(f), (3.34) 
i=O 
where c(i)(~) is the ith derivative of c(~). The approximate decomposition with finite 
dimension is obtained by truncation of these series as 
J-l 
u(t,~) = LXS,i(t)C(i)(~), (3.35) 
i=O 
J-l 
U(f, t) = L XS,i(t) (j27fJ)i C(f). (3.36) 
i=O 
The covariances of the TSCs in terms of the KL expansion are derived from (3.32) and 
(3.14) as 
E [xs,,( t)xs", (I') 1 = iii'! (j21r )~+" H)" ~ AH,n <I'~n (O)<I'~!: (O)p(t - t'), (3.37) 
where iP~,~(O) denotes [iP~,~JO)r. In addition using (3.10), 
(3.38) 
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Derivatives of the eigenfunctions are required in (3.37) and (3.38). Rearranging and 
differentiating (3.2) gives 
1 l W / 2 <p}%n(j) = ~ R¥)(j, j')<PH,n(j')dj', 
H,n -W/2 
(3.39) 
where R¥)(j,j') denotes the ith partial derivative of RH(j,j') with respect to j. This 
allows evaluation of the eigenfunction derivatives numerically which is necessary for most 
delay profiles. 
3.5 Mean Squared Error of Approximation 
A measure of the approximation error for the truncated series expansions is the mean 
squared error of approximation defined as 
l W / 2 MSE = E [IU(j, t) - fl(j, t)12] dj, 
-W/2 
(3.40) 
where fJ is the truncated series expansion. It has J terms indexed from 0 to J - 1. For 
a matched KL expansion the MSE is given by 
where Q E {H, U}. In the case Q = U the expression is simply 
J-l 
MSE = 1- L>"U,i' 
i=O 
(3.41 ) 
(3.42) 
The mean squared error (MSE) of approximation is shown in Figure 3.3 for the two-ray 
channel delay profile and in Figure 3.4 for the uniform channel delay profile. The graphs 
illustrate the fact that a greater number of terms in the expansion and a smaller delay 
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Normalised RMS delay spread, d 
Figure 3.3: Mean squared error of approximation vs normalised RMS delay spread for 
two-ray delay profile and J-power series expansion. 
spread both imply a smaller MSE, i.e. a better fit to the overall CIR. Figure 3.5 illustrates 
the fact that incorporating the pulse shape directly in the decomposition leads to a slightly 
more efficient representation. The crossover of the curves in Figure 3.3 for a two-ray delay 
profile with large d is counter intuitive but given that the eigen decomposition is available 
in closed form the calculation can be performed without numerical error and the effect 
confirmed. 
The accuracy of the representation ultimately affects the performance of a receiver 
and this is investigated further in Chapter 5. The impact on the performance of MLSE 
when the receiver has a finite number of the terms in a decomposition is considered. 
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Figure 3.4: Mean squared error of approximation vs normalised RMS delay spread for 
uniform delay profile, j-power series (solid lines) and single spread KL (dashed lines) 
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Figure 3.5: Mean squared error of approximation vs normalised RMS delay spread for 
uniform delay profile, single spread KL expansions for Q = H and Q = U with J = 4. 
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3.6 Summary 
Three channel decompositions have been developed in this chapter. Where there is an 
original enhancement of the models this has been noted. All of the decompositions are 
applicable to the modelling of fast fading channels. It is clear from quantifying the mean 
squared error of approximation that the models are essentially finite dimensional with 
the dimension depending on the delay spread for a single spread KL expansion. This 
decomposition may have an underlying model that is mismatched to the channel with 
respect to its second order statistics. The shape of the eigenfunctions varies to some extent 
as the delay spread is increased. Orthonormalised Legendre polynomials are the limiting 
case for a uniform delay profile as the channel becomes frequency non-selective or d tends 
to zero. These functions still form an effective basis for channels with moderate delay 
spreads. The next four chapters illustrate applications of the channel decompositions. 

Chapter 4 
Pulse Shaping 
Intersymbol interference (lSI) occurs during transmission over wireless channels as a result 
of fading and dispersion. A drive towards system bandwidth compression has resulted 
in a need for sophisticated equalisation to avoid degradation of the bit error rate [76]. 
Some approaches to equalisation were presented in Chapter 2 and it is generally accepted 
that equalisation is required to combat the effects of time dispersion. However, the use of 
bandwidth expansion combined with proper design can, under specific conditions produce 
a system with no significant lSI at the output of a receiver front-end filter. The approach 
dramatically lessens the need for, or complexity of, equalisation. Increasing the bandwidth 
of the filters typically leads to greater concentration in time and therefore less lSI. In 
addition, the lSI can be reduced further by ensuring that the pulse shape has low levels 
in the vicinity of the non-peak sampling points. This approach is particularly effective at 
low delay spreads with modest bandwidth expansion. Also associated with the approach 
are an extended range of validity for a slow fading assumption and increased stability and 
robustness of symbol timing recovery. 
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The I -power series is used in [56] to find the optimum bandlimited pulse shaping 
filters for a linearly frequency selective channel. The result is the sinc squared pulse 
which represents 100% excess bandwidth. In [59] the approach for the linearly frequency 
selective channel is extended to the case where two receiver filters are implemented in a 
binary DPSK system. The aim is to recover energy from the second term of the I-power 
series decomposition of the channel and to mitigate lSI through fixed ratio combining. 
In this chapter it is shown that the original result for a linearly· frequency selective 
channel can be extended to channels that have a polynomial transfer function with the 
penalty of further bandwidth expansion. It turns out that the appropriate pulse shaping 
filters are based on taking powers of an underlying Nyquist pulse. 
Under certain circumstances there is an advantage in using orthogonal expansions to 
replace the I-power series expansion. Specifically, when the delay spread is sufficiently 
I 
large there are efficiency gains in terms of the accuracy as a function of dimension as shown 
in Chapter 3 and explored further in Chapter 5. For slow fading dispersive channels the 
single spread KL expansion can be applied to the problem of pulse shaping with the aim 
of minimising the ratio of the mean peak-sample energy to mean residual lSI energy. 
A performance evaluation for powers of sinc pulses is presented in this chapter, inves-
tigating the extent to which the need for equalisation can be lessened and the stability of 
timing recovery increased. The Gaussian distribution is employed to model the probabil-
ity density function of the lSI. For the assessment of timing offset estimation the modified 
Cramer-Rao bound (MCRE) [68, 28] is used. 
In [56] calculus of variations was employed to show that the sinc squared shaped pulse 
is the optimum bandlimited pulse shape for a slow fading, linearly frequency selective 
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channel. For a power series with two terms, representing the channel, the condition over 
o ::; I ::; 1 IT for the transfer function of the optimum pulse shape, C (J), reduces to an 
Euler equation. The optimum pulse is 
T(l - lIlT), III::; liT 
C(J) = (4.1) 
0, otherwise 
This is a sinc squared shaped pulse in the time domain. For a linearly dispersive channel 
lSI is completely eliminated. 
4.1 Application of Channel Decomposition 
In this section the idea of designing pulse shaping and receiver filters with the aid of 
channel decompositions is explored further. The I-power series and single spread KL 
expansions are employed. A generalisation of the sinc squared result follows. Powers 
of Nyquist shaped pulses eliminate lSI in slow fading channels that have a polynomial 
transfer function. This can be seen by examining the derivatives of the pulse shape. 
Assuming the channel transfer function is polynomial of order K - 1, the I -power series 
expansion of (3.36) has J = K terms. The overall filter is constructed as 
c(t) = bK (t), (4.2) 
where bK (t) denotes the Kth power of b(t), a bandlimited Nyquist pulse shape. It follows, 
by application of the chain and product rules of differentiation, that c(i) (t) is zero at 
the non-peak sampling points for i E {O, 1, ... , K - 1}. Hence the overall CIR has the 
property u(kT, (k -l)T) = 0 for k, l E Z, k =/:- l. That is, lSI is eliminated at the sampling 
points t = kT. 
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To justify the assertion in more detail it can be seen that c( t) is a finite energy 
bandlimited signal with frequency spectrum 
C(J) K-l ® B(J), 
n=l 
(4.3) 
where the notation on the right hand side indicates the (K - I)-fold convolution of B(J) 
with itself. Any finite energy band limited signal is continuously differentiable as many 
times as required and the ith derivative of c(t) can be written as 
where, forthe first two cases, bo(t) = 1, b1 (t) = Kb(l) (t). Thus 
c(i+1)(t) = bK-(i+1)(t) [(K - i)bi(t) + b(t)bP) (t)] 
= bK-(i+1) (t)bi+l (t), 
that is, b( t) is a factor of c( i) (t) provided i E {O, ... ,K - I} and the result follows. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Since the transfer function of a generalised dispersive or frequency selective channel 
can be approximated as polynomial it follows that the use of powers of Nyquist shaped 
pulses implies reduced lSI in the receiver. Viewed another way, the pulses are resistant to 
lSI because they have decreasingly low levels near the non-peak sampling points as well as 
being increasingly localised in time. The drawback of the approach is that increasing K 
implies a greater bandwidth requirement. For powers of raised-cosine shaped pulses each 
increment in K implies an increase of (1 + a)/T in the two-sided bandwidth where a, the 
rolloff factor, has range 0 ::; a < 1. The total two-sided bandwidth is W = K (1 + a) /T. 
This result begs the question of whether it is possible to design other pulses for near 
lSI free transmission in dispersive channels. For example, scaling Nyquist pulses in time 
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gives increasingly narrow pulses. In what follows, optimised pulses are derived for a 
fixed bandwidth expansion factor using a KL decomposition of the slow fading dispersive 
channel. The single spread KL expansion can be employed in place of the f -power series 
for application to pulse shaping. QPSK is assumed with uncorrelated symbols so that 
(4.6) 
A received sample, Yk, is defined as if there were no noise as 
Yk = L alu(kT, (k - l)T), (4.7) 
IEZ 
and an ideal sample with no lSI as 
(4.8) 
The error is ek = Yk - Yk. The mean residual lSI energy, averaged over the data, is denoted 
a; and given by 
(4.9) 
where 
a; = Es L lu(kT, (k -l)T)12, (4.10) 
IEZ 
(4.11) 
The mean residual lSI energy, averaged over the data and channel ensemble, is denoted 
aJ and given by 
(4.12) 
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where 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Using Poisson's sum formula [46] it follows that 
O'l i L RH (~) rW / 2 C(J)C* (I - ~) dl, 
lEZ l-w/2 
(4.15) 
j
W/2jW/2 
d; = Es C(J)RH(J 
-W/2 -W/2 
I')C* (J')dl'df. (4.16) 
There is the same misuse of notation for the argument of RH as employed in Chapter 3. 
The optimised pulse shape is obtained by maximising the ratio O';/O'J which is the 
mean peak sample energy to mean residual lSI energy ratio, denoted SIR. Expressing 
C (J) in terms of the eigenfunctions in a single spread KL expansion gives 
00 
C(J) = L c;iPH,i(J), (4.17) 
i=O 
where c; is the ith coefficient of the optimised pulse shape. The coefficients are collected 
in vector form as 
(4.18) 
where the dimension of the channel decomposition is assumed to be essentially limited to 
J and t denotes Hermitian transpose. It can be seen that the problem amounts to finding 
the coefficient vector c which maximises the quantity 
SIR = ctBc 
ctCc' (4.19) 
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where 
C=A-B. (4.20) 
Substituting (4.17) into (4.15), (4.16) and using (3.2) in the case of (4.16) the elements 
of matrices A and B are given by 
1 ( l ) jW/2 (l ) Aii' = T L RH T <P H,i (J)<P"H,i l I - T dl, 
IEZ -W/2 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
The ratio (4.19) can be maximised under an assumption that the matrix C is strictly 
Hermitian positive definite. The Hermitian property of C is true by inspection of (4.21) 
and (4.22) and using the property 
RH(J - I') = R'k(J' - /), (4.23) 
which is the case for the delay profiles considered. This property is required in order that 
C be unitarily diagonalisable [2]. The strictly positive definite property of C is true by 
virtue of the fact that for the delay profiles considered with non-zero delay spread, the 
mean residual lSI energy, (1J = ctCc, is positive unless c = O. This property is required 
in order that all of the eigenvalues of C be positive. 
With the stated assumption there exists a diagonal matrix, D, with positive real 
diagonal elements and a rotation matrix, P, such that 
C =PDpt. (4.24) 
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Letting E2 = D, X = Ept, Y = X-I and c = AcYx the quantity to be maximised can 
be written as 
SIR = xt(YtBY)x. 
xtx 
(4.25) 
The solution y is the eigenvector of ytBY corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue and 
the optimum SIR is that eigenvalue [72]. The vector c can be multiplied by the constant 
Ac without altering the ratio (4.19). Defining a vector g with elements 
l W / 2 gi = 4lki(f)dj, 
-W/2 
(4.26) 
it follows that the desired solution is given by c = Ac Yy with 
(4.27) 
where the constant Ac is set to ensure that the overall pulse shape is consistent with unit 
energy for the transmitter pulse shape. 
If it is required to support moderate to large delay spreads then one approach is to 
allow a small number, L, of symbols to contribute to lSI and minimise the residual lSI 
due to other symbols. The matrix B can be generalised with elements set as 
L W/2 W/2 
Bu/ = AH,i t5ii
' 
+ L 1 1 4l H ,i(f)RH (f - j')d21f(f-f')lT4lH,il (f')dj'dj. 
1=1 -W/2 -W/2 
(4.28) 
The envelope of the overall pulse shape is effectively Nyquist given sufficient bandwidth 
for the delay spread. However, there is a time shift resulting in the peak being moved 
away from t O. This must be taken into account in normalising C(f) and splitting the 
overall filter between transmitter and receiver. 
Additive noise is left out of the optimisation. The solutions apply in situations where 
lSI is potentially the dominant form of interference. Once the SIR has reached roughly 
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the level of the SNR further reductions in lSI do not lead to performance gains. The 
approach leads to overall pulse shapes which are near Nyquist given sufficient bandwidth 
expansion for the assumed delay spread. 
A uniform delay profile is assumed in the performance evaluation to follow. This 
represents a worst case Rayleigh fading dispersive channel in the sense that the energy 
level of the channel at the maximum delay is the same as that at zero relative delay. In 
addition there is an analogy between the maximum frequency in the sampling theorem 
and the maximum delay in the dispersive channel. This is of interest from a theoretical 
perspective. 
In practice the delay profile is typically exponential and often there is a non-zero 
mean or line-of-sight component. The approach described in this chapter, involving some 
bandwidth expansion, generally leads to more robust performance in a variety of dispersive 
environments. 
4.2 Performance Evaluation 
To illustrate the potential of powers of Nyquist shaped pulses the performance of a sys-
tem employing them is evaluated. The system involves a slow fading dispersive channeL 
Powers of sinc shaped pulses are considered by way of example, Le. the underlying pulse 
is defined as 
b(t) = sinc(t/T). (4.29) 
Figure 4.1 shows the transfer functions of the filters corresponding to different values of 
exponent, K. 
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Figure 4.1: Transfer. functions of power of sinc pulse shaping filters. 
Concerning the optimisation procedure, it has been found that when the delay spread 
is low, d1 < 1, accurate results are obtained using a basis of Legendre polynomials. This 
represents a fixed basis, independent of the delay spread. Matrices A and B are modified 
accordingly. Specifically, this requires substituting orthonormalised Legendre polynomials 
in place of the KL eigenfunctions in (4.17) and obtaining alternative forms of (4.21), (4.22) 
from (4.15), (4.16). 
Assuming a Gaussian model of lSI and given a channel from the ensemble, the bit 
error rate (BER) for QPSK is upper bounded as [46] 
( 1 a
2 
) BER < exp -2a; 8 No . (4.30) 
This assumes a coherent phase reference which is not always available. Differential en-
coding and detection may be one option to remove the need for estimating the channel 
and carrier phase. 
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The modified Cramer-Rao bound (MCRB) [68, 28] offers a method for quantifying 
the performance improvement in timing recovery that can be obtained using powers of 
Nyquist shaped pulses. The essence of the MCRB is to take an unbiased estimate, 5., of 
a synchronisation parameter ,x, i.e. 
(4.31) 
and find a lower bound on the variance as 
Var [,x - 5.J ;::: MCRB(,x). (4.32) 
FOr BPSK timing recovery the MCRB for a timing offset T is given by [68, 28] 
(4.33) 
where To is the interval of the timing estimate and Ar is given by 
(4.34) 
4.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
Figure 4.2 shows the eye diagram for the sinc pulse and Figure 4.3 for the 4th power 
of the sinc pulse. Values of O"~ and 0"1, computed for the powers of sinc shaped pulses, 
are shown in table 4.1. This illustrates that the lSI is reduced for higher powers of the 
underlying sinc shaped pulse. 
vVhen the optimisation described above is implemented for a uniform delay profile 
with a bandwidth expansion factor of 4, the transfer functions of the overall pulse shapes 
are as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.2: Eye diagram for the sine pulse shape. 
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Figure 4.3: Eye diagram for 4th power of the sine pulse shape. 
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Exponent, K u~/Es uJ/Es SIR (dB) • 
1 0.93 6.5 x 10-2 12 
2 0.88 1.9 x 10-3 i 27 
3 0.83 1.0 x 10-4 39 
4 0.78 6.8 x 10 -0 51 
(a) d1 0.5 
Exponent, K u~/Es I u}/Es SIR (dB) 
1 0.77 I 2.3 x 10 1 5 
2 0.63 I 3.3 x 1O-:.! I 13 
3 0.54 • 9.2 x 10 -;j I 18 
; 4 0.48 I 2.9 x 10-3 I 22 
Table 4.1: Residual lSI, uJ and u; for Kth power of sinc shaped pulses with two values 
of d1 . 
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Figure 4.4: Transfer functions of optimised pulse shaping filters. 
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Figure 4.5: Signal to lSI ratio for optimised pulse shaping (solid lines) and average signal 
to noise ratio for d1 = 0.5 with a nominal signal to noise ratio of 40dB (dashed line). 
The optimisation process seeks to spread the transfer function out over the available 
spectrum to the point where the filters are unrealisable if the bandwidth expansion is 
insufficient for the given delay spread. However, if there is sufficient bandwidth expansion 
the resulting pulse has been found to be realisable and near Nyquist. In Figure 4.5 the 
SIR, which is the ratio of the mean peak-sample energy to mean residual lSI energy, is 
shown as a function of bandwidth expansion. The SIR in dB turns out to be a near linear 
function of the allocated bandwidth, W. If the total delay spread is less than 2T then lSI 
can be effectively eliminated. All results in this section are obtained with Nf = 100WT. 
The SIR for powers of sinc pulses is similar to that for the optimised pulses. Figure 4.6 
shows the transfer function of the optimised pulse for d1 = 0.5 compared to that for the 
4th power of sinc pulse and Figure 4.7 shows the SIR of optimised pulses and power of 
sinc pulses as a function of allocated bandwidth. A variation on the approach is to assume 
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Figure 4.6: Transfer functions of optimised pulse shaping filter for d1 = 0.5 and 4th power 
of sine pulse. 
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Figure 4.7: Signal to lSI ratio for optimised pulse shaping (solid line) and Kth power of 
sine pulses (dashed line), d1 = 0.5. 
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Figure 4.8: Signal to residual lSI ratio for optimised pulse shaping with one symbol of 
assumed lSI. 
that there is a small number of symbols contributing to allowed lSI. If there is one symbol 
of allowed lSI then the SIR is shown in Figure 4.8. In practical terms this allows, for 
example, the Viterbi algorithm to be used for equalisation with fewer states than otherwise 
for the given delay spread. With 16-QAM a 16 state Viterbi algorithm is required and 
implemented with symbol spaced samples in the metric calculations. Ignoring symbol 
timing and carrier frequency offsets, and for the joint detection of a desired QPSK signal 
and two dominant co-channel interferers the approach allows suboptimal MLSE with 64 
states. 
Figure 4.9 illustrates the outage probability or bit error rate distribution for a band-
width expansion factor of 4, with a delay spread of d1 = 1, using QPSK and with 
Eb/ No 40dB. The energy per bit, Eb) is related to the symbol energy as Es 2Eb. For 
this combination of bandwidth and delay spread there is a significant performance gain 
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Figure 4.9: BER distribution of QPSK for optimised pulses (solid lines) and powers of 
sine pulses (dashed lines) with d1 1 and Eb/NO = 40dB. 
using the optimised pulses without equalisation. The filters are close to realisable. In 
other words, the filters could be implemented with small changes or by a further small in-
crease in the allocated bandwidth. The optimisation process maximises the ratio of mean 
energies 'rather than the mean of the energy ratio. The fact that 0': remains roughly con-
stant with increasing bandwidth justifies the method to some extent, as does Figure 4.9 
in which the bound on the BER is computed for at least 105 channels from the ensemble 
for each curve. The figure demonstrates the inherent immunity to lSI which results from 
the use of excess bandwidth and optimised pulse shaping. It emphasises the fact that for 
certain delay profiles the optimised pulses outperform the powers of sine pulses. However 
both imply a lessening of the need for equalisation. 
For the powers of sine shaped pulses, 1/~ in the MeRB for a timing offset estimate 
takes the values shown in table 4.2. This suggests that the final variance would be as 
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Exponent, K Parameter, 1 I Ar 
1 12 
2 6 
.. 
3 4 
4 3 
Table 4.2: Parameter liAr in the modified Cramer-Rao bound on a timing offset estimate 
for powers of sinc pulses. 
low as 25% of the initial variance in going from the first to the 4th power of the sinc 
shaped pulse. The parameter 11 AT for powers of raised-cosine shaped pulses is shown 
in Figure 4.10. The results are relatively insensitive to rolloff, Oi, for K ~ 2 but liAr 
decreases as K increases. The slope of the pulse shape decreases near the sampling points 
as K increases and this increases stability in timing recovery. The MCRE of a timing 
offset estimate is shown in Figure 4.11 for powers of sinc shaped pulses with a 20 symbol 
interval for estimation. At a given value of Ebl No there are performance gains for higher 
powers of the underlying sinc shaped pulse. All results in this section are for BPSK. 
Corresponding results relating to timing offset estimation for the optimised pulses can 
be obtained by numerical integration. Although not shown here the behaviour is similar 
to that for the powers of Nyquist pulses. A larger bandwidth leads to a smaller variance 
of the timing offset estimate for optimised pulses at a given delay spread. It would be 
worthwhile to investigate the effect on timing recovery of bandwidth expansion in the 
presence of dispersion. 
It is also possible to overlap adjacent channels within an OFDM structure along the 
lines in [15] although the carrier frequency spacings need to be greater than liT. In 
particular, the spacings are required to be sufficient to ensure that each band has at most 
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Figure 4.10: MCRB parameter, l/An versus rolloff factor, 0:, for timing offset estimates 
with Kth power of raised-cosine pulses. 
Figure 4.11: MCRB versus Eb/NO for the variance of timing offset estimates with Kth 
power of sine pulses. 
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Figure 4.12: Amplitude-phase diagram of 16-QAM with an optimised pulse for WT = 6 
and d1 = 0.25. 
one overlapping band on each side. 
The results in this section are oriented towards BPSK and QPSK. Another line of 
development is to consider higher order modulation formats such as 16-QAM. Figure 4.12 
shows the amplidtude and phase for 16-QAM with an optimised pulse. The pulse is 
optimised with WT = 6 and d1 = 0.25 assumed. The optimisation leads to an amplitude-
phase characteristic that is well contained. It may be possible to exploit this property 
to lessen the need for equalisation and to simplify other aspects of receiver design. Since 
16-QAM is a modulation format of higher order than BPSK or QPSK there is some scope 
for using excess bandwidth without sacrificing throughput vs bandwidth efficiency. 
Given pulse shaping as described in this chapter, differential encoding and synchro-
nised OFDM at a transmitting base station the mobile receiver is extremely simple. The 
receiver functions required are demodulation and double filtering [59] and timing offset es-
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timation. The second filter can be optimised using a similar method to the one described 
above for the overall pulse shape and taking CT(t) as given by the first optimisation. 
Specifically, it is necessary to take into account the desired odd symmetry of the transfer 
function of the second filter. The way to do this is to effectively replace the basis functions 
of the CrR with their Hilbert transforms. 
Considering the mobile-to-base link, it is assumed that the receiving base station has 
antenna diversity and can perform a more complex set of functions. The transmitting 
mobile may then implement constant envelope modulation. There may be advantages in 
employing different formats on the base-to-mobile and mobile-to-base links to shift the 
complexity and power consumption away from the mobile unit and place more of the 
burden of both links at the base station. 
4.4 Summary 
The approach taken in this chapter is useful in situations involving dispersive channels 
where a system with low complexity is required. It may be possible to implement a 
wireless communication system without equalisation and the associated need for csr es-
timation depending on the delay spread and the availability of excess bandwidth and 
explicit diversity. Taking a different line it may be possible to preserve bandwidth effi-
ciency by allowing some bandwidth expansion in combination with the use of higher order 
modulation formats such as 16-QAM. 

Chapter 5 
Equalisation 
For systems emloying traditional pulse shaping, equalisation is required, including the es-
timation of channel state information (CSI). CSI in this context refers to the instantaneous 
channel impluse response (CIR) or its Fourier transform, the channel transfer function. 
In the equalisation of a received signal there is the parallel task of estimating the CSI. 
For a slow fading channel this is typically done by sending a training sequence and then 
subsequently tracking the channel with a least mean square algorithm [77]. When using 
the Viterbi algorithm for MLSE with a fast fading channel, the CSI can be estimated by 
per-survivor processing [24, 78]. 
It is desirable to select a structure for modelling the CSI which simplifies the estimation 
process. The traditional approach is to store a time selective coefficient (TSC) for each tap 
in the overall CIR, which is modelled as a tapped delay line, and is the convolution of the 
transmitter pulse shape with the CIR. The number of TSCs is equal to the length of the 
overall CIR in symbols times the number of receiver samples per symbol. Typically, ten or 
more TSCs are required. An alternative approach is to use a channel decomposition, the 
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aim being to reduce the number of TSCs and thereby the complexity of CSI estimation. 
Results in [31] suggest that decompositions with as few as three TSCs can provide support 
for channels with reasonably large delay spreads. 
5.1 Application of Channel Decomposition 
Given that there are advantages in utilising channel decompositions for modelling CSI 
it is appropriate to investigate and quantify their applicability within the context of 
equalisation. This chapter studies this problem on the assumption that a receiver has 
perfect knowledge of a finite dimensional channel decomposition given a full channel 
specification. This is intended to illustrate that it is valid to truncate an expansion but 
that there are limits on the channel delay spread that can be supported with a finite 
number of TSCs. The result is a lower bound on the performance of adaptive receivers 
employing a decomposition with finite dimension. 
The receiver evaluated in this chapter has approximate CSI in the sense that the first 
J terms of the decomposition are known and employed. The metric to be minimised for 
maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), as developed in Chapter 2, is given by 
2 
(5.1) 
kEZ IEZ 
where Q,l is an hypothesised symbol. Under the assumption of AWGN, this simple squared 
distance metric leads to the same performance as the optimum receiver structure described 
in [44] which is based on a time varying matched filter. 
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The above metric with a truncated J-power series expansion can be written as 
(5.2) 
where dJ,)(t) denotes the ith derivative of CT(t). In practice the range of l is assumed 
finite in the receiver and the quantity in square brackets can be precomputed. This leads 
to fewer computations per state in an implementation of the Viterbi algorithm. Similar 
precomputing is possible in the implementation of adaptive receivers when CSI is required 
to be estimated [58]. 
5.2 Performance Evaluation 
The covariance matrices required in (2.55), repeated here as 
\ 
Ruu Ruu 0 
llxx= Ruu Ruu 0 (5.3) 
0 0 Rnn 
are expressed as follows in the case of channel decompositions. The elements of the top 
left submatrix are given by 
00 00 
E [Uk,k-lrU~"k'_I'r] = I.: I.: zQ,i((k -lr)Tr)E [xQ,i(kTr)xQ,i,(k'Tr)] zQ,i,((k' -l'r)Tr), 
i=O i'=O 
(5.4) 
where Q E {H, U}. The elements of the top middle submatrix, are given by 
00 J-l 
E [Uk,k-lrU~"k'_I'r] I.: I.: zQ,i((k -lr)Tr)E [xQ,i(kTr)X~,i,(k'Tr)] z~,i,((k' -l'r)Tr), 
i=O i'=O 
(5.5) 
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for the KL expansion where Q E {H, U}, Q E {H, U, ii, if} and 
00 J-1 
E [Uk,k-lrUk',k'-l'r] = L L zQ,i((k - lr)Tr)E [xQ,i(kTr)x;,i,(k'Tr)] c5P*((k' - l'r)Tr), 
i=O i'=O 
(5.6) 
~ 
for the i-power series expansion where Q E {H, U}. In this section Q and Q are used 
to distinguish between an exact channel model, for the purposes of analysis, and the 
receiver channel model, obtained by truncating a series model. The elements of the 
middle submatrix, are given by 
J-1 J-1 
E [Uk,k-lrUk',k'-l'r] = LLzQ)(k -lr)Tr)E [xQ,i(kTr)X~,i,(k'Tr)] z~,i,((k' -l'r)Tr), 
i=O i'=O 
(5.7) 
for the KL expansion where Q E {H, U, ii, if} and 
J-1 J-1 
E [Uk,k-lrUk',k'-l'r] = L L 4\(k - lr)Tr)E [xs,i(kTr)x;,i' (k'Tr)] 4')* ((k' - l'r)Tr), 
i=O i'=O 
(5.8) 
for the i-power series expansion. 
A simplified form of the error event method described in Chapter 2 is used to analyse 
the performance of the MLSE receiver assuming BPSK and that all sequences, indexed 
by x, of length 2L - 1 symbols are equally likely. An approximate expression for the 
probability of bit error is given by 
22L - 1 
p(e) ~ 22~-1 L P(aX -t aX), (5.9) 
x=l 
where P(aX -t aX) is the pairwise probability of error. The expression is derived under 
the assumption of a single symbol error event at l = o. Thus the hypothesised symbols 
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are given by 
a~X -l-
x 
-a" l=O 
at, l =1= 0 
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(5.10) 
The expression (5.9) represents a lower bound on p(e) assuming there is no error floor. 
When there is an error floor, that is the effects of mismatch begin to dominate, there 
is no guarantee that the expression is a lower bound. Hence the expression is described 
as approximate rather than a lower bound. Equation (5.9) is merely a form of (2.57), 
simplified under the stated assumptions. A union bound may be obtained by considering 
error sequences of length longer than one symbol. In that case (2.57) is an upper bound. 
P(aX --+ aX) is a complex Gaussian quadratic form as defined by (2.52). 
5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
The performance of the MLSE receiver with channel decomposition is quantified in this 
section with BPSK the assumed modulation format. Extensions to higher level modu-
lation formats are straightforward but significantly more computationally intensive. For 
most of the results in this section the number of samples per symbol is set to r = 2 and 
the length of the overall CIR and its approximation is set to L = 3. A root raised-cosine 
pulse shape with 50% excess bandwidth is used throughout this section. 
Figure 5.1 shows a lower bound on the probability of error versus Eb/No for a fixed 
RMS delay spread, d = 0.3, a fade rate of fDT = 0 and a uniform delay profile. This 
fade rate represents a static channel. As the number of terms, J, increases the error 
floor is lowered. Eb is the bit energy and the single spread KL expansion is the channel 
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Figure 5.1: Lower bound on probability of error vs Eb/No for uniform delay profile and 
J-term single spread KL expansion. 
decomposition for this graph. 
Figure 5.2 compares analysis and simulation results for the bit error rate as a nmc-
tion of d and J for the receiver with BPSK, fDT = 0.1, r 3, L = 5 and a 16 state 
Viterbi algorithm. Each point in the simulation represents 500 accumulated bit errors. 
A fixed transmitter sequence, JE;{ ... , 0,1,0,1,0, ... }, and single symbol error event 
are assumed. The use of a fixed sequence removes the need for computationally inten-
sive averaging and allows further simplification in the computation of both analysis and 
simulation results. The fading processes are implemented as in [85]. Windowing of the 
filters is not required since the fade rate is high and many complex Gaussian samples are 
used. Multirate filtering is employed as well as library routines documented in [11] for 
random number generation. It appears that the analysis curves are less accurate given 
error floors and for high delay spreads when there is no error floor. The KL expansion 
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Figure 5.2: Bit error rate vs norrrialised RMS delay spread for uniform delay pro-
file, J-power series expansion (analysis-solid lines, simulation-pluses) and KL expansion 
(analysis-dashed lines, simulation-circles), Eb/No = 10dB, JDT = 0.1. 
provides greater delay spread support than the J-power series for a fixed number of terms. 
It is of interest to further quantify the effect of varying the delay spread. Figures 5.3 
and 5.4 show a comparison between the J-power series and KL expansions for the uniform 
and exponential delay profiles. These graphs again illustrate that the KL expansion 
provides greater delay spread support. For J = 4 terms there is a significant advantage 
in using the KL expansion at higher delay spreads. The graphs demonstrate the effect 
of implicit delay diversity which is seen in the decrease of the probability of error as the 
delay spread increases. Using more terms means that the receiver can support higher 
delay spreads without an error floor. Above a certain delay spread an error floor appears. 
Figure 5.5 shows the effect of model mismatch in the case of the KL expansion for J = 4 
terms. The receiver employs orthonormalised versions of the first J Legendre polynomials. 
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Figure 5.3: Lower bound on probability of error vs normalised RMS delay spread for 
uniform delay profile, J-power series (solid lines) and KL (dashed lines) expansions, 
Eb/ No = 40dB. 
The cases of the J-power series and KL expansions are also shown. The graph suggests 
that mismatch is not a fundamental problem. In the case of the uniform delay profile 
there is no appreciable loss in performance due to mismatch; for the exponential delay 
profile there is an advantage in having some knowledge of the channel statistics. A mean 
delay mismatch between models has a more significant effect on the performance of the 
receiver than a RMS delay spread mismatch. This is highlighted here since the one-sided 
exponential delay profile implies a non-zero mean delay. 
For Figures 5.3 and 5.5, Nt = 150 is used for discretisation of the spectrum; for 
Figure 5.2, Nt = 300 is used since the received samples in the simulation are computed 
with a longer overall GIR, L = 61 symbols. 
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5.4 Summary 
The essentially delay limited property of fading dispersive channels encountered in prac-
tice enables a representation known in this thesis as a channel decomposition. In the 
estimation of CSI for equalisation a decomposition offers an underlying structure derived 
with some basic knowledge of the statistics of the channel. 
It is seen that the mismatch arising from truncating the various expansions leads to 
a limit on the performance of MLSE for equalisation. Specifically, the receiver supports 
dispersion up to a certain delay spread which depends on the dimension of the decompo-
sition. This effect is illustrated by both simulation and analysis results. The results are 
approximate lower bounds on the performance of adaptive MLSE receivers. 
Chapter 6 
Matched Filter Bounds 
The matched filter bound (MFB) is an analytical tool for assessing the optimum perfor-
mance of a wireless receiver. The method assumes transmission of an isolated pulse so that 
there is no need to consider intersymbol interference (lSI). The result is a lower bound on 
the probability of bit error that can be achieved with equalisation. MFBs are considered 
in [65, 22] for slow fading, dispersive channels characterised by the delay profile. 
This chapter extends the concept of the matched filter bound to a generalised fading 
dispersive channel. There is no slow fading assumption. As in [22] the calculations are 
based on a Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion of the received pulse spectrum. The trans-
mitter is a standard linear modulator and sends an isolated pulse CT(t). The modulation 
format is assumed to be quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK). Explicit uncorrelated 
receiver space diversity is considered. 
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6.1 Application of Channel Decomposition 
The transmitted signal has a complex baseband representation defined as 
ST(t) = aOCT(t), (6.1) . 
where ao is the symbol to be detected. A double spread KL expansion of the received pulse 
is considered. Under specific assumptions on the channel the probability of bit error is 
sought. In [22] the distribution of the probability of bit error and the average probability 
of bit error are found analytically for a slow fading dispersive channel. 
The basic idea presented in this chapter is that the double spread KL expansion is 
applicable· for calculation of matched filter bounds in time varying channels in the same 
way that the single spread KL expansion is applicable in slow fading channels where the 
ensemble is considered. 
6.2 Performance Evaluation 
The probability of bit error for coherent BPSK and QPSK, conditioned on a scale factor 
z, is denoted p(e I z) and is given by 
p( e I z) = ~erfC ( J z~) . (6.2) 
Each diversity thread has a separate matched filter and the scale factor, z, is given by 
(6.3) 
where WD is the two-sided bandwidth of the {Vm,o} given by WD = W + 2!D. The pulse 
Vm,o(t) is received on the mth diversity thread where M is the number of diversity threads. 
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The bit energy to noise ratio is scaled by z since the variance of the sample of a noise free, 
received and matched filtered signal is proportional to Z2 and the variance of a sample due 
to matched filtered noise is proportional to z. In this thesis the fading dispersive channel 
response is assumed to have zero mean for all delays. Rayleigh fading is considered and 
the channel is modelled as completely random. In practice there is often a deterministic, 
line-of-sight or near line-of-sight component which leads to lower bit error rates. 
A uniform channel delay profile is considered here. With this assumption for frequency 
correlation it follows that, on each diversity thread, there are no eigenvalues with multi-
plicity greater than unity [82]. Considering all threads, the multiplicity of each eigenvalue 
is M, the number. of threads. The first few eigenvalues are significant and subsequent 
eigenvalues decrease rapidly towards zero and so the number of eigenvalues can be as-
sumed to be a finite number J. Machine accuracy and computational complexity place 
a practical upper limit on J. Using the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions the scale 
factor z is obtained as 
M J-1 
Z = LL IXR,m,i,012. (6.4) 
m=1 i=O 
where xR,m,i,O is the {m, i}th TSC in a double spread KL expansion of the l = 0 received 
pulse. The probability density function (pdf) of z is denoted pz(z). It has a characteristic 
function, P,((), given by 
J-1 
P,(() = II (1 - j('Yi)-M. (6.5) 
i=O 
The pdf is obtained from an inverse integral transform as 
1 100 pz(Z) = - Pd()exp( -j(z)d(, 
. 27r -00 
(6.6) 
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which is evaluated using residue calculus [48]. The residues depend on M because multi-
plicity of eigenvalues leads to multiplicity of poles in (6.5). 
The pdf is derived as 
where 
Ym,i = ---;--(--jlt--:-:-.)M:---~----;-(M---m--;:-:--)! [:c:-: Irr(l- j(IP)-M)] . 
(=-J/'Yi 
Based on the derivation in [22], the average probability of bit error is given by 
Using the result [81] 
and 
where 
p(e) = 100 p(e I z)pAz)dz. 
1 (CE;) 1 {rr/2 ( 2erfc V ztfo = 7r Jo exp -
(2l)! 
f3l(X) = 22l(l!)2 
Z Eb) dB 
B No ' 
the p( e) can be derived as 
1 M J -1 ( m-l ( E) ) 
p(e) = 2J;~Ym'i 1- ~f3l liN: ' 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
The result (6.11) is stated but left unproven. The analysis and final result are the same 
as in [22] except for the structure of the KL expansion and the statistical properties of the 
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noise including the consequent dependence of the results on the transmitter pulse shape. 
In [22] the results are made independent of the pulse shape through the use of whitening 
matched filters. The noise PSD is assumed to be an arbitrary function of frequency. In 
this thesis a constant, two-sided noise PSD of No/2 is assumed. 
6.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
In this subsection some representative results are presented, initially for a root raised-
cosine pulse with 50% excess bandwidth, i.e. a rolloff factor, a = 0.5. The time selective 
correlation function, p, is as defined in (2.14) for isotropic scattering and a uniform channel 
delay profile is considered. The system is assumed to have a coherent phase reference. 
The sole source of inaccuracy in the results is the numerical evaluation of the received 
pulse eigensystem. The number of frequency divisions is set to Nt = 50. No variations 
have been found in the following results that are attibutable to using larger Nt. 
Figure 6.1 shows the matched filter bound on the probability of bit error vs Eb/No. 
A lowering of the curve occurs for higher delay spreads or fade rates. This effect is due 
to implicit delay or Doppler diversity. Implicit diversity is most effective when there is 
no explicit diversity, that is, the receiver has a single thread. Although not shown in 
the graph, the performance of a one thread receiver given large delay spread or fade rate 
is potentially better than a two thread one with small delay spread and fade rate. For 
M = 4, it can be seen that the effect of implicit diversity is diminished with respect to the 
effect for no explicit diversity, M = 1. In slow fading the results are similar to those in 
[22]. Discrepancies can be attributed to the different underlying structure of the systems, 
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Figure 6.1: Probability of biter~or, p(e), vs Eb/No for a uniform delay profile with pulse 
rolloff factor, c¥ = 0.5, two values of M, two values of d and two values of fade rate 
(JDT = O-solid lines and fDT = O.l-dashed lines). 
including the definition of the noise PSD, or to the fact that a uniform delay profile is 
assumed. 
Figure 6.2 shows a contour plot of the matched filter bound on probability of bit error 
as a function of normalised RMS delay spread, d, and fade rate, fDT, for M = 1 and 
Eb/No = 30dB. The contours are lines of constant probability of bit error. Figure 6.3 
illustrates the effect of the roll off factor, C¥, of the pulse shape. Both graphs show the 
effect of implicit diversity. There is significant improvement in the achievable probability 
of bit error as d and fDT increase. For the ranges of d and fDT considered the rollofffactor 
has minimal impact on the effect of delay diversity in slow fading but significant impact 
on the ability of a system to exploit Doppler diversity. There are greater performance 
gains as a result of Doppler diversity if the pulse shape is more spread out in time, i.e. 
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Figure 6.2: Contour plot of the probability of bit error, p(e), as a function of normalised 
RMS delay spread, d, and fade rate, fDT, with pulse rolloff factor, a 0.5, M = 1 and 
Eb/NO 30dB. 
has a smaller rolloff factor. On the other hand, a larger rolloff can extend the range of 
validity for a slow fading assumption. 
Figure 6.4 shows that the probability of bit error for an ideal AWGN channel (no 
fading) provides a lower bound on the performance in slow fading dispersive channels. 
Figure 6.5 shows the same for fiat fading channels. In this last figure alternative definitions 
are used for the pulse shape and time selective correlation function. Specifically, 
CT(t) = sinc(t/T)/JT, (6.14) 
and 
p(t - t') = sinc(2fD(t - t')). (6.15) 
This model is similar to the one used so far but it implies a pulse shape which can be 
expected to lead to greater implicit Doppler diversity effect as well as offering a simpler 
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Figure 6.5: Probability of bit error,p(e), vs Eb/No for a flat fading channel, sinc time 
selective correlation function, with pulse rolloff factor, a = 0, various values of fDT, 
d = 0, M 1, and for ideal AWGN channel with M = 1 and M 4. 
evaluation of the integral in (3.26). As d and/or fDT increase the channel response 
becomes less correlated in frequency and/or time. The figures show that more of the 
energy can be recovered and quantify the implicit diversity effects in relation to the 
AWGN channeL 
6.4 Summary 
It has been demonstrated that the matched filter bound can be calculated without the 
assumption of slow fading. For faster fading the effect of implicit Doppler diversity be-
comes apparent. The effect of implicit delay and Doppler diversity is diminished when 
there is explicit diversity but for a fixed number of threads the exploitation of implicit 
diversity yields some improvement in performance. In fast fading a smaller transmitter 
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pulse roll off factor offers the potential for a lower bit error rate. 
Chapter 7 
Channel Capacity 
This chapter is concerned with the definition and determination of capacity for fading 
dispersive channels. It turns out that the channel decompositions considered up to this 
point are applicable. The capacities of discrete time AWGN channels, input power con-
strained and bandlimited AWGN channels and time invariant dispersive channels with 
AWGN are well known. The result for dispersive channels [41] relies on a system being 
able to distribute energy over compactly supported regions of the frequency spectrum. 
The linear modulation formats considered in previous chapters represent an imposed 
structure which limits options for the remaining aspects of the design of communication 
systems. In what follows quantities relevant to the capacity of fading dispersive channels 
are determined with some basic assumptions about the structure of the communication 
system. The approach is based on the assumption of ideal CSI at the receiver. The 
consideration of lSI is avoided by taking a similar approach to the previous chapter on 
the determination of matched filter bounds, that is, an isolated pulse is assumed. In 
practice, equalisation of the channel and decoding of the transmitted signal are jointly 
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performed with, for example, a soft decision Viterbi algorithm. 
Explicit diversity is also of interest. If transmitter space or frequency diversity is 
available then it is feasible to distribute energy and code separately over each diversity 
thread. In the final analysis it is likely that code design with combined equalisation 
and decoding can lead to full utilisation of any form of diversity. In [40] the idea of using 
multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver is considered in the context of slow, 
fiat, Rayleigh fading. Using the Bell Labs Layered space-time (BLAST) architecture a 
lower bound on capacity is obtained. 
To follow are definitions of entropy and information and results on the capacity of 
various channels. These are well established results originating from the work of Shannon 
and described in detail in [41]. The probability densities and joint probability density 
of two random variables, x and y, are denoted p(x), p(y) and p(x, y). The conditional 
probabilities are then given by 
( I ) 
- p(x, y) 
p x y - p(y) , 
( I) p(x, y) pyx = p(x) . 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
Various quantities relating to information can be defined. The mutual information be-
tween x and y is the information provided about the event x given the event y defined 
as 
(
p(x 1Y)) Im(x; y) = log p(x) , (7.3) 
and the average mutual information is defined as 
""' ""' (p(x 1Y)) Hm(X; Y) = ~7 P(x, y) log p(x) . (7.4) 
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The self information of event x is defined as 
Ic(x) -log(p(x)), (7.5) 
and the entropy of the ensemble as 
(7.6) 
The joint information of x and y is given by 
Ic(x,y) = -log(p(x,y)), (7.7) 
and the average by 
Hc(X, Y) = - L LP(x, y) log(p(x, y)). (7.8) 
x y 
The conditional self information is defined as 
(7.9) 
and the average as 
Hc(XIY) = - L LP(x, y) log(P(xly))· (7.10) 
x y 
Several results follow for the mutual information as 
(7.11) 
or in terms of averages 
(7.12) 
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The self information, Ic(x), is the a priori information required to specify x and the 
conditional self information, Ic(xly), is the uncertainty in x given y. Self information is 
always non-negative. Furthermore 
(7.13) 
or in terms of averages 
(7.14) 
For continuous density functions the summations are replaced with integrations. An 
intuitive understanding of entropy can be gained by considering the use ofletters in english 
language. For the letter 'e' which occurs frequently in english usage, the probability of 
an occurence, p('e'), is large and the contribution to entropy, -p('e') log(p('e')), is small. 
In an efficient representation, the cost of this letter is smaller than for other letters which 
occur less frequently. 
Given a discrete time AWGN channel with input x, additive noise z and output y the 
capacity is the maximum over the input density function of the average mutual information 
between y and x which is given by and simplified as 
Hm(Y; X) = Hc(Y) - Hc(YIX) 
= Hc(Y) - Hc(Z) 
(7.15) 
The variables x and y have been reversed so that y is the output. Reversal is valid 
by symmetry regardless of the underlying model. The last equation indicates that the 
average mutual information is dependent on the input density function through Hc(Y) 
but not Hc(YIX). To verify this it is seen that since x and z are uncorrelated, 
PYlx(ylx) = pz(y - x), (7.16) 
and 
Hc(YIX) = - [: [: px(x)pz(y x) log(pz(y - x))dydx 
= - [: Px(x) [: Pz(z) log(Pz(z))dzdx 
Assuming an average energy constrained input, that is 
and AWGN with mean zero and variance 
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(7.17) 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
it can be shown by calculus of variations [41] that the maximising output density function 
is Gaussian giving the density function as 
(7.20) 
The optimum input density function is therefore Gaussian. The capacity is given by 
1 ( Ec) C=-log 1+2 . 2T a- (7.21) 
where the units of C are natural units per second (for the natural logarithm). Given N 
parallel discrete time memoryless AWGN channels where the nth channel has input xn , 
with energy Ecn , noise variance a-~ and 
N 
LE[x!] = Ec, (7.22) 
n=l 
it follows that the capacity is [41] 
(7.23) 
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where 
(7.24) 
o 
and B chosen so that 
(7.25) 
A famous expression due to Shannon for the capacity of an input power constrained 
and bandlimited AWGN channel is given by [41] 
(7.26) 
where S is the input power constraint, No/2 is the two-sided noise PSD and W is the 
two-sided bandwidth. 
When the channel is other than simple AWGN and, specifically, slow fading dispersive, 
it is necessary to take the transfer function of the channel into account. Given an input 
power constraint S, a channel with transfer function H (f) and additive noise with power 
spectral density N(f) the capacity is given by [41] 
(7.27) 
where B is defined from 
S = [ [B - N(f) 2] df. Jf:I:/h12~B IH(f)1 (7.28) 
The result has a water pouring analogy if the function N(f)/IH(f)12 is viewed as the 
bottom of a container to be filled. Regions of f where the function is low are filled and 
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the final level at which pouring stops is the constant B. The notation for the limits of 
integration describe compactly supported regions of frequency where the given inequality 
holds. 
7.1 Application of Channel Decomposition 
The last result requires energy to be distributed over compactly supported regions of 
frequency. Whether this is achievable in practice is unclear. Certainly it can be said 
that the underlying structure of typical transmitters and receivers has some influence on 
the capacity of the overall communication system. It seems intuitive that the benefits of 
diversity be reflected in system capacity. The remainder of this chapter investigates this 
largely open question. 
In the last chapter matched filter bounds on the probability of error were found by 
considering the transmission and reception of an isolated pulse and ignoring the effect of 
lSI. A similar approach is taken in this chapter for calculating capacity. 
7.2 Performance Evaluation 
It is assumed that the input density function is Gaussian and that the signal to noise 
ratio is denoted SNR where AWGN is assumed. The joint average mutual information 
is calculated by explicitly assuming an isolated pulse and without attempting to make 
any conclusion about whether it is the achievable capacity of the channel. This mirrors 
the approach taken in the last chapter on matched filter bounds. It is motivated by the 
observation that the matched filter bound is a tight lower bound on probability of bit 
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error at high signal to noise ratio. 
It is assumed that there is a single input with a zero mean, complex Gaussian density 
function, modulated onto an isolated pulse. There are M J filters matched to the com-
ponents of the channel decomposition which has TSCs, XR,m,i,O, in a double spread KL 
decomposition of the overall CIR. The joint average mutual information (AMI) over the 
filter outputs, conditioned on the input and channel, is derived using a multiple complex 
variable form of (7.15) as 
1 
v = g(z) = 2log (1 + zSNR) , (7.29) 
where the units of v are natural units (nats) and the scale factor is given by 
M J-1 
Z = L L IXR,m,i,012. (7.30) 
m=l i=O 
as in (6.4). In the case of slow, fiat, Rayleigh fading such that J = 1, it follows that z 
is a chi-squared random variable with 2M degrees of freedom. Equation (7.29) closely 
resembles the corresponding equation in [40] for one transmitting antenna. 
The cumulative distribution of the joint AMI is given by 
(ZO 
F(vo) = P(v ~ vo) = Jo Pz(z)dz, 
where Pz(z) is the same as in (6.7), Vo = g(zo) from (7.29) and 
e2vO - 1 
Zo = h(vo) = SNR . 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
The cumulative distribution is the integral of a Gamma distribution [50] and is derived 
as 
_ M J-1 ( m-1 (h(vo))l e-h(VO)/'Yi) 
F(vo) - LLYm,i 1- L -. i' ' 
'1 . m=1 i=O 1=0 (7.33) 
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where Ym,i is defined by (6.8). The probability density function of the joint AMI is then 
given by 
Pv (v) = F' ( v ) 
(7.34) 
= pz(h(v))h'(v) 
since v is a monotonic increasing function of z. For example with M = 1 the density 
function is derived as 
( 
e2v - 1) J-2 
2e2v J-1 fi exp - fiSNR 
Pv(v) = SNR L J-1 • 
i-O II ) 
- (ri - fit 
i'=O 
i'# 
(7.35) 
A more general derivation requires a sequence of inputs to be considered. If these are 
assumed to be zero mean, complex Gaussian with arbitrary correlation then the approach 
may lead to conclusions about capacity and how to design codes. A relevant issue is 
interleaving which is beneficial in slow fading [84]. 
7.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
Assuming slow fading, a two-ray delay profile and using (7.34) the density function of joint 
AMI is shown in Figure 7.1 for two values of one-sided delay spread and two values for 
the number of diversity threads. The effect of greater implicit diversity is to sharpen the 
density function, that is reduce the variance, of the joint AMI. Receiver space diversity 
. increases the joint AMI. All of the conclusions of the last chapter on matched filter bounds 
have a corresponding interpretation in terms of joint AMI. Further results can include the 
effects of fast fading and pulse shaping. An interpretation of the joint AMI as capacity is 
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Figure 7.1: Joint AMI density function for a two-ray delay profile, SNR = 30dB, with 
two values of d and two values of M and corresponding vertical dashed lines for discrete 
time AWGN cases. 
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less convincing in fast fading since joint AMI varies from symbol to symbol rather than 
remaining constant over many symbol spacings as in slow fading. 
7 .. 4 Summary 
Long standing results in information theory have been summarised in this chapter. A start 
has been made on the definition and determination of fading dispersive channel capacity 
using channel decompositions. The effects of diversity on joint AMI are considered assum-
ing that an isolated pulse is transmitted. Implicit diversity tends to lower the variance of 
the joint AMI whereas explicit uncorrelated space diversity shifts the mean upwards. Ex-
plicit transmitter space or frequency diversity presents the option of distributing energy 
over multiple threads. 
In the limit, with interleaving and appropriate coding, the capacity of a fading dis-
persive channel is a constant rather than a random variable. The impact of transmitter, 
channel or receiver diversity is to lessen the range of variation of available capacity. 

Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
The major contributions of this thesis are the definition and application of fading disper-
sive channel decompositions. In the area of pulse shaping it is shown that with bandwidth 
expansion and appropriate design, lSI can be driven towards zero provided that the total 
delay spread is less than twice the symbol spacing. There is a tradeoff between bandwidth, 
the number of symbols in a constellation and the need for equalisation. 
It is also shown that for bandlimited modulation formats and essentially delay and 
Doppler frequency limited channels it is possible to obtain a decomposition with finite 
dimension and symbol spaced coefficients. This offers a structure for the representation 
of channels allowing the calculation of matched filter bounds and the potential for new 
adaptive equaliser formulations. 
Additional material includes a study of the precision of MLSE with approximate OSI 
in the form of a finite dimensional channel decomposition. This illustrates that for higher 
delay spreads it is necessary to increase model dimension. It is also advantageous to use 
orthogonal expansions such as one involving Legendre polynomials over non-orthogonal 
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ones such as the f -power series. Furthermore if there is some knowledge of channel second 
order statistics and timing offsets then greater efficiencies associated with modelling can 
be obtained. This is illustrated by results obtained with a one-sided exponential channel 
delay profile. 
Applications of channel decompositions to the determination of matched filter bounds 
and joint average mutual information are considered. The results illustrate the effects of 
diversity in wireless systems operation. 
8.1 Future Work 
It is proposed that work be undertaken to: 
1. design and build a system to assess the merits of bandwidth expansion for linear 
modulation; 
2. formalise the mathematics of the decompositions of delay and Doppler frequency 
limited channels looking in particular at dimensionality; 
3. investigate the application of the channel decompositions to the determination of 
channel capacity and to the design of adaptive receivers. 
To investigate the use of bandwidth expansion the objective would be to take full 
advantage of the interference suppression to keep the complexity of the receiver as low 
as possible. It would be worthwhile to include consideration of dominant co-channel 
interference (CCl), as defined in Chapter 2. 
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The dimensionality of time varying linear channels is essentially limited by virtue 
of the fact that the overall CIR is bandlimited and essentially time limited. A more 
rigorous proof may be obtained, taking a similar line to the development in [82], yielding 
a statement about the approximate number of orthogonal signals required to form a basis 
for the overall CIR. 
The J-power series is utilised in the implementation of adaptive receivers [58] based 
on the Viterbi algorithm and Kalman filtering to track channel variations. The single and 
double spread Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansions are applicable in a similar way. 
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